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It’s Not a Turndown, It’s a Takedown – Catherine
Austin Fitts
By Greg Hunter On June 18, 2022 In Media 305 Comments

By Greg Hunter’s USAWatchdog.com
(Saturday Night Post)

Catherine Austin Fitts (CAF), Publisher of The
Solari Report and former Assistant Secretary of
Housing (Bush 41 Admin.), contends this is what
the so-called “reset” looks like. High food and fuel
prices along with crushing interest rates are no
accident. CAF explains, “To me, this is part of the
‘going direct reset.’ There is an official narrative,
and the official narrative is they’ve got to stop
inflation. . . . Let’s look very simply at what

happened. They voted on the direct reset. Then they injected $5 trillion into the economy that went to
the insiders. Then they used Covid to shut down the economy run by the outsiders. Now, the outsiders
want to open another business, and they are going to radically raise the cost of capital to the
outsiders. What’s going to happen is that $5 trillion is going to buy more assets more cheaply. To me,
this is part of centralizing the control of the economy. They are asserting very significant central
control. This is not a turndown–this is a takedown.”

CAF’s view of the economy is simple and tangible. CAF says, “This is a world where people are trying
to get into real assets that can generate a yield. Let me tell you what the problem is. Doing things that
create value on assets requires the rule of law. We are watching a very significant financial coup
d’état. We have talked about this for years. That financial coup d’état is turning into a coup, and you
are seeing a fundamental breakdown of law and order in many places. It is related to people trying to
pick up assets. We see cities where crime is off the charts, and speculators are out having a field day
picking up assets with that $5 trillion.”

CAF says, “At some point, you have to realize we are in a war. We have an enemy. We have the
power to win, but we are going to have to fight. If you look at our ancestors in the last 10,000 years, I
dare say we have it in us. Let’s get out of fear and get into fighting mode. There are two roads. We
can preserve, rebuild and protect the human civilization, or we can become slaves. If you look at what
these guys are up to, death is not the worst thing that can happen to you. Do not fear death. Fear
slavery in a transhuman society.”

CAF also talks about gold, silver, the CV19 injections and the fallout from them. She also talks about
why it’s more important than ever to hold onto the 2nd Amendment and your guns.

There is much more in the 1 hour and 5 min. interview.

Join Greg Hunter of USAWatchdog.com as he goes One-on-One with the Publisher of The Solari
Report, Catherine Austin Fitts. (6.18.22)

(To Donate to USAWatchdog.com Click Here)

After the Interview:

There is much free information on Solari.com.

You can get way more cutting-edge analysis from Catherine Austin Fitts and “The Solari Report” by
becoming a subscriber.
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06/18/2022  •IIG

According to CAF there are two roads before us – go down the right road and we
can preserve, rebuild and protect the human species and our civilization – go

down the wrong road and we become trans-human slaves under AI control of the “Gods of
Davos” – the choice is clear – there is really “only one road for us to go down” (and it is
panicking the evil Globalists) – what is now occurring is Humanity is turning against the
Globalists “War plans in the Ukrainian Conflict” – Humanity is turning against the Globalists
“Clot Shot Jabs” – and Humanity is turning against the Globalists “Queer Agenda” (designed to
do away with any need for women)!!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

Now all we need to do is get rid of Bill Gates (our new Buffalo
Bill) and his Big Pharma cohorts and stop them from killing the

Cows and handing out infectious “jabs” and Monkey Pox to the American
people (Buffalo Bill successfully killed off the American Indians by shooting
their meat supply “the Buffalo” and under the guise of helping to protect the
Indians “handed out infectious blankets drenched in Small Pox”) – Bill Gates
with his sneaky smile talks openly about depopulating the world and he thinks
in his psycho brain we will believe him when he presents himself as someone
who won’t hurt a fly (as he wears a pink sweater) – well – “we know” Bill Gates
will be hurting fly’s (because that is what he plans to feed us after he kills off all
the Cows)!!

Reply

06/20/2022  •Blaine monaco

It’s bullshit bill

Reply

06/19/2022  •Mark Holladay

I agree with your anger about all of the war fronts we are being
attacked on, and how evil and dehumanizing they are. But my

take is slightly different I see this as a Matthew 7:14 situation there are but two
ways one will be wide and more people will take it, the other will be narrow and
few will find it. The battle and enemy is of course Hell and Satan and Christ
tells us which of the two roads will lead to Hell and which one will lead to our
Savior Jesus. Choose wisely friend and Blessings:)

Reply

06/19/2022  •Stan

IIG: You need a long vacation in a warm climate without an
internet connection. You need to unwind. I’m going to St

Maarten again in July. Let me know if you want to go. It will be good for you.
You can sit on the beach with no phone. I’ll keep you updated on important
world events and financial news. You’ll meet some friends of mine in the
financial world who can fix that mind full of mush that you have.

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

Is the above just the rambling musings of conspiracy theorist (as
Stan would tell you)? – read below how the former head of the

US National Security Council (Henry Kissinger) advised our politicians “on how
they could use food to control the population” – in his Classified 200-page
study: “National Security Study Memorandum 200 [Implications of Worldwide
Population Growth for U.S. Security and Overseas Interests] – in it this
Globalist Kissinger states: “Control oil and you control Nations – Control food
and you control the People” (Biden and the Demon-rats are now doing both)
they are advancing a deliberate strategy – to destroy food processing centers –
destroy family farming – destroy the family with “jabs” – and promote gay queer
transgender teachings in our schools – along with shutting down our oil and
gas pipelines – any way you look at it – this is “Outright Treason”!!
https://larouchepub.com/other/1995/2249_kissinger_food.html

Reply

06/20/2022  •Nika

President Trump likes to shock people. President Trump is
adding Rick Grennell, to his short list of possible Vice Presidents

for the 2024 election. Rick Grennell is openly Gay, and 10 times more
competent than Joe Biden. Rick Grennell likes to get things done!

Reply

06/22/2022  •IIG

Like pushing the “jab” in our faces – it is part of an
assault on the “normal” human family and

Christian morality!

Reply

06/22/2022  •IIG

The Dr. Oz campaign has entered “full panic
mode” with the unexpected last-minute surge of

far-right black candidate Kathy Barnette – who, according to polls,
is now within striking distance of the front-runner Dr. Oz in the
Senate race – although Barnette is black “she is ultra-MAGA” and
does not support BLM – yet Trump is not rejoicing – and Rick
Grennell called her “unfit for office” likely because she is anti-gay!!

Reply

07/03/2022  •C

I’ve met Rick Grennell and heard him lecture. He
mentioned that there are 192 countries in the

world and they all come to the USA with their hands out. Who
does the USA turn to when they need help? Not many countries
help us. Grennell is smart and has worked at the UN, the belly of
the beast. He knows what is going on.

Reply

06/23/2022  •chris paul

those hyped shootings were all staged BS,
any amount of sleuthing proves that

Reply

06/18/2022  •NEIL CLACK

Hey Greg, first time commenting long time viewer there is a theory that a lot of
the food is poisoned and has to be destroyed,but no fear, they have ton’s of

good healthy food in d.u.m.b.s………………really enjoy your hard work

Reply

06/18/2022  •A Day

It’s all so sad. The innocent people who will suffer. My question is will they
remain relatively peaceful as the bottom drops out?

Reply

06/19/2022  •Rhonda Phillips

No,
expect anarchy, get together with neighbors, start with BBQs

and then speak about emergency contingencies. Positive topics not political
how to help elderly during a heat wave black out, sealing off neighborhoods
during looting, knowing your neighbors, planning food storage, water
purification, medical triage. I’m not an expert but I am involved with a group of
five communities that are planning, prepping and expect to care for many souls
within our communities. If nothing else it’s a joy to feel a connection with my
fellow man.
God bless.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Laura McDonough

People got together , had meetings in churches,
planed for the y2k crises which never happened.

Most people today don’t know or talk to neighbors unless it’s over
a lost dog or cat. Most don’t want to get involved unless it’s sports
related. Some subdivisions are wide open with many entrances to
major roads in cities or near interestates or US hiways. Best to
keep what you store inside private, and one person stay home
while other one runs errands. Or get up early and shop or run
errands. Because of rising crime which will get worse when prices
go higher (theft, break in’s, hold ups, etc) people will stay home
more, not attending various activities. Form bartering networks
with people you already know.

Reply

06/20/2022  •IIG

Talking with uninformed neighbors is a
waste of time – if you want to stop your

2 to 5 year old children from being “jabbed” – you have
to “sue your doctor” for administrating a shot without
providing informed consent – parents must be told
about the side effects of the Clot Shot (like paralysis,
degradation of the immune system, heart attacks,
strokes, sterilization and death) before they agree to
allow their children to be “jabbed”!! –
https://ugetube.com/watch/quot-sue-your-doctor-quot-
they-039-ve-violated-their-oath-and-failed-to-give-
informed-consent_WL9hC4hXtKHmyht.html

Reply

06/20/2022  •Johnny Cool

Rhonda,

G.A. Stewart: I have been gathering some of the
resources that I will need if I am not instantly vaporized in a
limited nuclear war. The way I see it, the environment will be so
fouled by a limited nuclear war, not only with radionuclides but
also with whatever NATO, Russia, or China introduce using
biological and chemical agents, that outside food production will
be nearly impossible in the most heavily effected countries for
several years, if not decades.

I am trying to design a self-sustaining internal environment, while
at the same time being transportable. Most Americans and
Europeans will be turned into refugees, where the last of what we
own will be stripped from us at police roadblocks and state and
county borders.

At the top of my list would be water purification, growing
technology, and some type of ability to produce electricity.

https://theageofdesolation.com/nostradamus/2022/06/19/heads-
up-get-ready-america-and-europe/

Reply

06/20/2022  •IIG

John 14:2 [My Father’s house has
many rooms] – We know the way to

Mars – so lts get up there and begin farming on MARS
“AS RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE” – lets get 13 Colonies
started – this way when the US taxes the Colonies (on
products like tea shipped up to them from Earth) they
can Declare their Independence – critical items the
Colonists should have (in addition to survival items) is
a copy of the Bible and a copy of the US Constitution
& Bill of Rights!!

Reply

06/21/2022  •IIG

The reason we need “a get
away plan” is because the

world is so psychopathic – we actually have
gays now “becoming Muslims” (like Obama
for instance) – when Muslims actually have
laws on their books stating: “All homosexuals
should be put to death”!!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Shirl

Dire Warning to America from Gonzanlo Lira about the Xiden’s
Regime contd. Completely AVOIDABLE & UNNECESSARY

WAR in Ukraine:

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/

Reply

06/21/2022  •IIG

Guess in China Xi Jinping is called – Bi Jin ping! –
one thing for sure – these “commies” make

strange bedfellows!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Laura McDonough

A Day/other readers: Likely 90% of adults over 18 lack left brain
function/critical thinking skills/ solving problems, etc. Some of

them think they can think, most are living a shallow existance, focused on
social media, cell phone addiction, trash TV shows, and other trivia. 5% if we
are lucky, are informed patriots and will fight to the end than be enslaved in
digital tyranny. Two options: a civil war breaking out and spreading, or tyranny
and genocide. The military are cowards and compromised otherwise they
would have removed traitors from gov. and corporatations. That time has come
and gone. There is no politician solution, many thought Trump would drain out
the swamp (traitors) and arrest them for treason. Instead he spent time on
twitter, made bloviating speeches, formed a MAGA cult following and still
pushed clot shots at rallies. Those two options are only ones left now. America
has fallen under globalism/UN agenda 2030 and most 90%? don’t care what
happens to their kids, g’kids and are nihilists and self absorbed in their own tiny
world. Majority blinded to truth even today. Stick w/ likeminded and ditch the
dimwits.

Reply

06/23/2022  •Gaslight

Laura Mc…,

That Trump Derangement Syndrome (TDS) is
showing as usual.

Reply

06/24/2022  •EJ Canary

Or perhaps you see TDS everywhere…

Reply

06/24/2022  •EJ Canary

You nailed it!

Reply

06/18/2022  •MARY DOUBRAVA

Sure sounds like Catherine Austin Fitts doesn’t give a second of her thoughts to
GESERA/NESERA. The horror of the credit card seems to be the top of her list.

I’m not brilliant or extensively educated, but hasn’t the ship passed the point of turning to miss
the iceberg? “STRATEGIC PLANNING?” LORDY! I’d say, “NEARER MY GOD TO THEE!”

Reply

06/19/2022  •Awake Vigilant

E’en tho it be a cross
That raises me.

Reply

06/18/2022  •Felix Pada

Greg,
Don’t let emotions keep us from hearing the wisdom of your knowledgeable

guest.

Reply
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06/18/2022  •Poochiman

When Catherine speaks, beware… it is likely on target.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Johnny Cool

CAF: Don’t let your risk management be run by official reality,
because that’s how you’re gonna get killed.

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

We are all getting killed JC by “official reality” –
which states that Consumer Price Inflation is only

8.6 percent – when in “real reality” (according to John Williams)
inflation is running at over 16.0 percent!! – I don’t want to step on
CAF’s parade (she wants people to pay with “cash only”) – but
with inflation at 16% – maxing out ones Credit cards offering cash
at 16% (seems like a good deal) “as we are getting cash at an
effective zero percent interest rate” – with which we can then use
to buy gold (that will “hold that cash value relatively constant”) as
consumer prices continue to hyper-inflate higher and higher in the
Zimbabwe economy the Fed has now created for us “and the Fed
can’t get themselves out of the problem” because all the Banks in
Japan and the EU are close to failing – and the Fed “will need to
jump in and print dollars Zimbabwe style – even as they raise
rates” – to bail out the world banking system!! – so the Fed will be
raising rates while printing money “effectively doing nothing” (in
such an environment the stock market, housing market and bond
market can all “magically continue to rise” as the economy goes
full Zimbabwe)!!
Note: People who borrowed money at 16% in Zimbabwe were
eventually able to pay all their loans back with just One Trillion
Dollar Zimbabwe dollar (and still have hundreds of thousands of
dollars in change left over)!!!

Reply

06/20/2022  •REGALEAGLE

Credit is a dead cat anyway……so
borrowing to buy REAL MONEY like

Gold and Silver ain’t so stupid…..is it? While you
can….that is. A time is coming around the corner when
that will no longer be an option. Even if you get caught
in a cash crunch…..you still hold the PM’s which are
not devaluing compared to everything else. Prices and
costs are not really increasing as much as the dollar is
simply decreasing in value and purchasing power. So
buy the hedge while you still can.

Reply

06/20/2022  •IIG

Correct – the European
Central Bank and the Bank of

Japan will soon need to be recapitalized – if
they are to underwrite their huge losses in
the commercial banking sector (which are
certain to quickly develop as interest rates
rise and bank credit contracts) – the Fed will
get away with raising interest rates – but only
“until the bank failures materialize” – then (as
they always do) – they will have to expand
monetary policy to rescue the banks,
suppress bond yields and finance soaring
government deficits – it will be a rerun of
John Law’s attempt at an inflationary rescue
of his Mississippi bubble three hundred years
ago and the more recent Zimbabwe
monetary expansion experience – except this
time around – it will be “The Monetary
Expansion of all Monetary Expansions” (and
on a Global Scale) “Encompassing
Everything” – people will see commodities,
energy, and food (along with gold and silver)
prices soar to unthinkable heights – and the
Globalist Demon-rats will respond as always
by “suppressing prices with price controls”
(creating even more serious shortages) –
they may even ban the buying of gold by the
public “to try and suppress its price” – which
is why people should buy their share of gold
now and lock it away – because – gold will
eventually “have to be re-set higher” (as
Roosevelt did once before – after denying
the public any benefit from the rise) – so
expect over some coming weekend – the
Fed shutting down the banks – “and officially
re-valuing their Tier One Asset (Gold)” (to re-
balance their books) – as the Euro is toast
(due to the depth of their structural problems
and the shutting off of its gas supplies by
Russia) – the Euro “will collapse entirely”
(probably even before Japan which is barely
holding on to the side of a cliff) – where will
the European people run? – to another
worthless fiat currency (the dollar)?? – or to a
real Tier One Asset (that will by then have
been re-valued thousands of dollars
higher)??? – only time will tell!!

Reply

06/21/2022  •

IIG

Gold is currently
holding its bullish

trend despite the continual rise of the
US dollar chart –
http://www.321gold.com/editorials/ch
an/chan062022/8.png – but
remember the fiat US dollar chart is
“simply a fake mirage” – it only “looks
strong” because it is compared to fiat
currencies (the Euro and Yen) that
“are collapsing to worthlessness” as
their banking systems totter on the
edge of collapse – the US dollar rise
is like a soap bubble that is being
blown larger and higher (but it too is
simply fake unbacked fiat currency
like the Euro and Yen) – as the Euro
and Yen bubbles deflate – they are
pushing more air into an expanding
US currency bubble which at “some
point” will burst to “nothingness” in an
instant (or over one weekend)!!!

Reply

06/18/2022  •Kevin R. Roberts

HAARP can cause earthquakes by shifting weather patterns. 5G is a military
weapon that uses microwave frequencies turned up to 60 gHz. They position it

as crowd control. This is on the WWW. Check it out.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Ginny Silcox

This is somewhat inaccurate. I spent many years in R&D
Electromagnetic Compliance on light-based medical monitors. I

have a huge collection of EMF research (including the Eastlund patents for
HAARP). Prior to the earthquake and tsunami that destroyed Honshu, a huge
powerful resonant beam of EM energy was being beamed down from space. It
IS possible that HAARP was used for that event, as well as the tsunai at Banda
Aceh, and the 10 micron “dustification” at the WTC in 2001. The original tech
that Eastlumd described for HAARP weather modification is different from the
tech used for seismic events. I also have thermographic readings of resonant
heating of the atmosphere over Honshu. It appears that the weather mod tech
was farmed out to the NEXRAD system, and the earthquake/seismic
destruction tech seems to have been assigned to military satellites. I watch the
clouds at various levels, mainly over the US, and it is plain to see that there is
large-scale bombardment in the VLF ranges over a very large area of the
country…MUCH larger than could be accomplished by an ionospheric heater,
even with the newer “sweep” technology. I do have research that shows they
can intersect beams from 3 different ionospheric heaters to cause localized
effects. I believe this technology brought down the Air France flight 447 out of
South America. The pilots failed to correct a stall, but nobody ever connected
the idea that electromagnetic interference could have caused the instruments
to malfunction. Right around that time, the research papers describe work on
intersecting beams from Alaska, Peru, and Norway. By the way, the Russians
are far ahead of the US in employing these technologies…and now, just about
every American is addicted to their 5G portable isolation devices. There is a
very good chance that pulses from this system will be used to control the
human nervous system that now has a big graphene antenna installed by
taking the kill shot.

Reply

06/21/2022  •Charles H

Resonance – the universal quality of Creation. Dr.
Royal Raymond Rife cured many diseases with

RF. Now tech makes weaponizes Nature.

Reply

06/21/2022  •IIG

Very Interesting – this seems to confirm that
pulses from 5G towers can be used to control the

human brain and nervous system (or shut it down permanently
and “kill you” if you try to resist the Globalists in any manner) –
sadly for the 68% of the American people who foolishly took the
Kill Shot “a big graphene antenna is now probably growing inside
their bodies”!!

Reply

06/18/2022  •Mary Doubrava

Couldn’t even finish this program, Greg. I certainly can’t share it as I have
always shared Catherine’s videos. She is not even close to connecting with we

common folk. You tried to introduce topics of interest to your audience, but she’s not in touch
with us any more.

Reply

06/18/2022  •Greg Hunter

Mary,
Really? Did you listen to it all the way through?

Greg

Reply

06/20/2022  •Michael Lake

I understand Mary’s reservations. Most people are
already suffering financial privation, and that

before the latest Fed moves. She says that there are hundreds of
thousands things we can do. Ten would have helped. Unless you
live in a small town where you’ve lived a lifetime, you probably
don’t even know your neighbors. Establishing community in the
metroplex seems quite a stretch. I know. I’ve tried. I think she just
wants to sell her magazine, another expense most cannot afford.

Reply

06/18/2022  •Rodster

I think CAF is phenomenal and at times she gets philosophical
which people might conclude she’s out of touch. Shes not.

Reply

06/19/2022  •TIM MCGRAW

Mary D; I think it is of interest that the elites are poisoning us,
want us to die, and then steal our assets all through the

process.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Rhonda Phillips

I disagree, she is speaking to all of us who are logical,
pragmatic and far past “sensing” something is wrong. Weird how

things hit us sometimes, one day open minded and other days too much to
bear. It happens to me frequently, so this 53 minutes wasn’t your chime, it’s
only a single rung on a very tall ladder.
God bless, this is so painful, I hope the next
message is easier to absorb.
Good that we have people like Greg and Catherine.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Joseph Lee

Can you be specific in what issues she “is not connecting with
the common folk?” Did we watch the same video?

Reply

06/19/2022  •Cheryl

For example, grow your own food — lots of people
in big cities have no access to land and

furthermore, the know how or access to supplies, including non
GMO seeds. Second, round up your family resources. Families
are not as intact as they might have been when CAF was born, a
loooong time ago. Govt has successfully replaced family bonds in
terms of financial support. Third, obtain physical assets. Most
people have zero assets to transform into “physical assets.” Take
control of your health–soda is less expensive than setting up a
water filtration system in your home. Most people rely on
conventional medicine because that’s what governments fund.
Alternative health care that truly leads to health is EXPENSIVE.
And last, the most irritating point, move to a county in which the
sheriff supports 2A. Have you any idea how difficult and
expensive it is to move? CAF is full of theoretical good ideas but
many are impractical for common folk. She still thinks like a
bureaucrat sitting around thinking up good ideas about how
everyone can live their life according to her values and means,
sorry. Yes, we watched the same video.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Laura McDonough

ref: comment by Mary D: Some choose not buy
gold or silver. Many stash ammo and spending on

basic prepping supplies. We are the common people/middle
class. Few listeners to patriot websites are going to agree w/
guests 100% on what to do, what to buy, or even type of guns to
own. I listen to her and others only to gather updated info.
Comment by Tim McGraw to Mary D, says a lot. I know nothing
will be fixed politicially, the economy is ruined, and the elites
running the W.E.F. want us dead.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Trish

Basically , you are scared of what is truly happening in our
country , our world – you cannot take the truth – the fact that

there are some people gathered together that have the hate and psychopathic
power minded thought process that wants us all dead or dehumanized servants
to them ! It is happening unless we the people stop it – wake up ! Ephesians
4:14
10/10/20 Laura ingraham had a section on her show of details of a cell science
journal Fauci had that talked about tranhumanistic ideology and how we were
going to have forever pandemics to make it happen thru a vaccination system !
It was never heard of again but I took notes because I thought it odd and well it
is coming to be this man has been a major part of the funding and planning of
this process these people are evil psychotpathic criminals ! If we keep on
pretending it is not happening we will be better off dead – she is DEAD ON

Reply

06/18/2022  •Luciano Granie

Great….

Reply

06/18/2022  •z

Catherine Austin Fitts !!!!!

Reply

06/18/2022  •Donnie

The curse of original sin is ” fear and shame ” Catherine has it right

Reply

06/18/2022  •JUDY MCCLEARY

Catherine, wise words,” Do not fear death”. Just made sure you know Jesus.
Thank you, Catherine and Greg. Blessings 

🙏🥰

Reply

06/18/2022  •Jerry

Greg,
Here is a guy I know really well that is doing everything CAF is talking about

when it to taking our country back.
https://rumble.com/v169h4v-kyle-labrue-we-must-take-the-economic-burden-off-average-
americans.html

It is now or never. If the patriots don’t win in November the globalist will launch their plan to
seize control of everything from guns to food, and we will go into the “ Hunger Games” for real.

Reply

06/19/2022  •MCasey

Hello Jerry….The word, “Patriot” ends in the word, “Riot”. It’s
about that time.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Jerry

MCasey,
Agreed. The last line of defense is local law

enforcement,
that’s why CAF mentioned it. I know first hand after speaking with
several sheriffs departments in my state that should this thing
become confrontational with the globalist they will stand with the
American people. I’m not sure where the military will stand? After
Obama purged the military of over 2000 officers it’s a crap shoot.
I’ve been told the Marines are the X factor, but I just don’t know?

Reply

06/18/2022  •Colleen

Does anyone think the big Yellowstone flood was caused by engineered
weather?

Thank you.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Rhonda Phillips

Yep

Reply

06/19/2022  •Glen

I don’t know the answer to that, but I can tell you the weather in
the PNW (Chelan, WA area) is very unusual so far this

spring/summer. An area known to have 300 days of sunshine per year is
having rain every day and steady, strong winds. On one day some of the local
roads were washed out because of the heavy rains. My gut says it’s climate
engineering. The military planes that do the spraying come out of Fairchild AFB
or Whidby Island AFB. Last year they had to delay draining the lake into the
Columbia River as the river was already at max capacity. This year, with
another record snow pack and these continual rainy days, we might see
significant flooding.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Laura McDonough

And these awful heat waves too, w/ heat indexes 108,112, etc.
unusual in June, more likely in late July, Aug. in the S.E. can’t

stay outdoors very long, so take walks in big stores w/ air cond. while shopping
.

Reply

06/18/2022  •TIM MCGRAW

Great interview. A greenhouse is a great idea. Do your research on how to make
an energy efficient greenhouse. They are complicated. Finding that balance

between sunlight, water, drainage, temperature, and CO2 levels takes time for every location.
I watched the Channel 5 TV News from San Francisco last night. A big push to inject infants
and toddlers with the MRNA poison. Mom’s were so looking forward to having their infants
injected. It was sad to watch. And there was Channel 5 cheering them on.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Catherine Cronin

Tim. My thoughts exactly. I live in near two large farms and a
poultry farm in NY . Good fresh food is available but it’s

seasonal and exists for only about 6 months out of the year. We were also
thinking of a green house however you are right about the difficulty of building
and maintaining it.
I think it’s a high possibility though. The only problem is the New York seasons
of intense winters fall and spring being very cold.
As far as the poor children and infants being vaxxed all I can say is if someone
can do that to their own children they don’t deserve to have children. Shame on
them.
It’s way beyond our control anymore. I went to Nordstrum over the weekend
and the word PRIDE was plastered on their doors and throughout the mall. It is
so embedded into the culture especially in NY that I have given up any hope it
will ever “go away”.
CAF is very astute but as she was sipping her wine and becoming more and
more jolly I began to wonder if she is drinking to relax a little, or drinking to
cope . I still think her ideas are good. But since our current state of affairs is
very dark directly because of the government then the only way out of this
mess is not a greenhouse it’s a takeover of the govt. she never actually said
that though.

Reply

06/23/2022  •TIM MCGRAW

Catherine: I agree with you on greenhouses.
When I was about 11 or 12, the greenhouse in

Lincoln, Nebraska would let me play in the elevated dirt boxes. I’d
build forts and populate them with plastic army men. Then destroy
the forts with large marbles. LOL. It was fun.
I remember the greenhouse had overhanging sprinklers, vents in
the glass roof, and an outdoor source of heat from propane
(which probably supplied CO2 as well.)
I’ve done simple poly tunnels, but they are no good in winter. The
snow collapses them. And when it is -25F, the plastic isn’t thick
enough to keep out the cold.
Here in California, we don’t need greenhouses as most years it
doesn’t even freeze where we live.
At least California has warm weather and sunshine.

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

The American Mom’s so looking forward to bringing their
children to our Almighty Witch Doctors to have their infants

injected with the Clot Shot – are just like the Inca Indian Mons who also looked
forward to bringing their children to their High Priests at the Temple to have
their little hearts cut out!!

Reply

06/20/2022  •Catherine Cronin

Exactly

Reply

06/20/2022  •John Wideman

Dear Greg,You are a brave man.Thankyou for all
your hard work.I remember you in my

prayers.Keep up the good work.John Wideman,Toronto

Reply

06/19/2022  •Andrew

Greenhouses don’t need to be complicated. And they can be
very cheap.

First, don’t think “house” but think “shelter” for the plants. You make a plastic
sheet-roll tunnel out of sticks and those floaty “pool noodles” for kids. You put
the sticks either side of the bed and connect the top ends with the noodles.
Cheap and easy to set up, very easy to plant under because you just lift up the
plastic. Even better if you use high beds.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Tim

Tim,

Reply
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I think that sentiment will change in the near future when their
kids start dying in mass and or get horribly sick and injured.

Tim

06/19/2022  •Smerdly Whiplash Jr.

Maybe Tim these new ones, the government overheated the
printing presses oncce again for. To enrich big daddy pharma

and get some more kickback juice, for more bodily legislation. That won’t harm
the youngsters, this time around. I mean they can’t be that stupid, can they?
Can they go from dumb and dumber?
Wow, what if it is evile intent.
Even Dr. Frankenstein had altruistic moments and his monster wasn’t such a
bad egg.
Were doomed!
Time for Marc Faber and his boom doom, gloomy report.

Reply

06/18/2022  •Anthony Australia

Excellent Greg, well down Sir.

I have always said this is all done by design. All the excuses like Chip shortages,
COVID & War are only spewed out for the gullible masses to swallow.

Fritz Springmeier – Trauma Based Mind Control

Reply

06/19/2022  •Anthony Australia

Well done!

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

Anthony – Not much time left to escape from Australia – listen
here: https://ugetube.com/watch/max-igan-the-world-039-s-

gone-mad-jeff-rense-show-06-15-22_2kTGDfTcnm3UK1c.html

Reply

06/18/2022  •Steve

Love to hear from you Greg, as well as Catherine. This is one more reason that
it is time. We must stand up, organize and take over. Eliminate the threat. Time

is now, let’s go!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

06/18/2022  •eboneezer jones

Thank you for having Ms Fitts. She is my personal favorite of all your regular
guest. She could easily be the centerfold for Brain magazine.

Reply

06/18/2022  •Diane

Great interview with Catherine!
She is the best.

Reply

06/18/2022  •Dan

I killed my TV 25 years ago, and stopped listening to their lies over 50 years ago.
We heard about climate warming in the 1960’s and I found an article written in

the 1920’s pushing the same garbage. I knew the official JFK report was garbage in 1964 when
it was released. I have been thinking for myself since I was a kid. I was a commodity broker in
the late 1980s before computers took over the markets, and traders were front running then, so
it has gone on forever. The population is living in the Matrix, asleep in the boat going over the
waterfalls. I knew COVID was a scam from day one and defied everything, living as free as I
have my whole life. I have never had a flu shot and never will. My immune is strong and I work
at keeping it that way. Live free, die free or live as their slave, we all have a choice, I made mine
early in life. I am proud to say I was banded from You Tube in early 2020 for calling out election
fraud and dead people voting, also the COVID scam. You Tube called it hate speech. Truth is
the enemy when lies are everywhere. I post my comments on GAB now, were free speech is
allowed and I am not alone.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Rhonda Phillips

I’m your female clone, reading your comments was as if I had a
mirror. I was a fifth grader when JFK was assassinated, When I

saw Johnson sworn in on the plane and he winked at Jackie I told my family
that ‘he did it’! Vile soul.
It’s often a solo trip to listen and pursue truth, I figure we arrive and depart
alone so I’m just practicing, but I have collected many great friends &
adventures along the way!
God bless

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

Can we find another “winking murderer” (like the
one who killed JFK)? – Bill Gates comes to mind –

as one who “also winked” at his American audience when he
said: “The P in my depopulation equation stands for – People”!! –
and all the Demon-rats in the audience laughed – thinking how
cool it was – for someone without balls and wearing a pink
sweater could be so specific as to how he planned to murder
seven(7) Billion people!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Dan

Torba is controlled opposition.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Laura McDonough

Me and friends banned from you tube, we were listening to
Hagmann report and several other patriot sites

(stopthecrime.net, etc) who were also banned. Then more patriot sties banned
ongoing. So they banned the listeners too all around the same time. I can still
watch you tube videos on some prepper sites, watch a DIY video, play music,
watch old movies and shop.

Reply

06/18/2022  •Russell

Catherine Austin Fitts is so intelligent that it cannot even be quantified. If you
didn’t listen, you need to!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Catherine Cronin

Whole heartedly agree with everything you said.
The people on this thread seem to be like minded people. I want

to live where they live. We all should somehow pick a convient state to meet up
and have our own “meeting” of the minds.
Wouldn’t that be a good thing?
Greg might organize a meeting place. I bet quite a few of us would attend.
New York is quite lost. Maybe a few good seminars with some of his guests on
the panel. I would love to pay for that experience.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Russell

It’s not a bad idea, Cathrine. I was in Manhattan in
June of 1996. It’s an experience I’ll never forget

and wouldn’t trade for anything. Did the World Trade Center,
Statue of Liberty and all the standard tourist stuff. Was mainly
looking for record stores. Lol! I’m all the way down here in Austin,
Texas. Never felt anything but safe on the streets of Manhattan at
that time. I have to say though, the hustle bustle and the general
fast pace of everything made me long for coming back home to
Texas. Four days was about all I could handle. Loved it though!

Reply

06/21/2022  •Catherine Cronin

HI RUSSELL

I don’t think meeting in NYC is good
anymore. I have no desire to ever go there again.
However there was a time NY was so exciting. So
much fun. It was in the 1980s. That fun ended with
Aids and then when 911 happened I never wanted to
go back. We kind of knew it was finished. However the
seal on the casket was the covid. Whatever NY
becomes I hope it is resurrected in a good way and
that those who made their lives there, live in peace
and safety. Its a jungle right now.
I live with my family outside of New York City near two
farms and a chicken ranch. We have a few acres and
also play a lot of golf. So far its far from the madding
crowd.

Reply

06/23/2022  •

REGALEAGLE

They are
coming to Texas like it’s the

Gold Rush. Real estate prices have doubled
in less than 12 months, and they are actually
bidding above asking price for homes. Build
out is torrid everywhere…..rents are sky-high
now like out West(maybe not that high). Our
governor just sits idly by instead of taking
charge of our borders……he has the power
to do something but doesn’t. Secession and
other topics (like drilling for oil/gas) are not at
the forefront like they should be to put
pressures on the DC Demons. Texas does
carry serious weight, but I am sorely
disappointed with those in leadership
positions statewide. It’s time to step up to the
plate.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Earth Angel

Please consider coming to Georgia- a traditionally
CONSERVATIVE State. I know because I was

born here and lived here all my life. Governor Brian Kemp has
done alot to help defend our Constitutional Freedoms. He was
one of the first States to drop mask mandates and fought hard to
keep Georgia’s small business’s open when the ‘plandemic’ was
deployed. I know he dropped the ball on the 2020 election fraud-
but we don’t know what possible threats he/his family could have
faced behind the scenes?.. I extend a benefit of doubt there. He
recently signed a bill for all Georgians (with clean backgrounds
and without mental illness) for a Constitutional carry using the 2nd
amendment AS our PERMIT TO CARRY a firearm legally. (and of
course that is PRECISELY what the 2nd amendment already is).
He has also suspended the Ga. State gasoline tax twice. (since
the globalist cabal / imposter in Chief and his fraudulent
administration have supported gasoline prices going through the
roof with their ridiculous policies while perpetuating the ‘war’ in
the Ukraine by SUPPORTING IT with American $$$$$$$ that
could be used to HELP OUR OWN people during this time).
Georgia has also run a surplus in our State coffers and Kemp
gave a refund check to all Georgians who filed a tax return the
past 2 years. We also have House Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene
doing an outstanding job exposing the lies and corruption in
Washington DC. Klaus Schwab & his globalists at the WEF are
working hard to steal this State elections again and put in their
member Stacey Yvonne Abrams as our Georgia Governor this
upcoming election cycle. A terrifying thought that they could cheat
and get away with it again; putting her into office. If you are a
strong conservative and are considering moving- Please come
STAND WITH US in helping to defend GEORGIA from this
commie/globalist attempt at takeover. They are pushing hard to
steal this resource rich, wonderful southern State and implement
their destructive anti-American globalist policy. It’s now All Hands
on Deck!

Reply

06/18/2022  •Really Awake

CAF articulates many, many good ideas. She is truly an erudite woman. But she
has more faith in “the American people” than I do. I don’t believe enough

Americans will act before it’s too late. Why? Because it’s already too late to save America. All of
America cannot be saved. All 50 states cannot be saved. Only some.

Frankly, The United States of America will disunite or there’ll be a massive bloodbath of Winner
Takes All between good and evil people! Collectivists and Individualists cannot ever be
compatible. Ever. It always comes down to a Day of Reckoning, i.e., a Showdown.

What settles the differences between the collectivists and the Individualists is
G.U.N.S.M.O.K.E…. Gunsmoke brings closure. And just as sure as the rising sun, the
collectivists will draw first blood. They always resort to violence, so sooner or later you’ll have to
defend yourself. And that’s the reason for the Second Amendment… The people who wrote the
Second Amendment didn’t just get back from a hunting trip. They just finished a showdown (a
war) with a collectivist king. Gunsmoke. Blood. Hand to hand combat. Remember?

If CAF and other fine Americans can resolve the situation without resorting to the Second
Amendment, I’m all for it. It would be best. But I know what’s coming. I’ve always known. All my
adult life I’ve known. Yes. It’s coming. Victory or defeat.

The best case senario is that the “useful idiots” turn on their “leaders” like Frankenstein’s
Monster turned on his creator and then men like me just stand back and not lift a finger. Let
their blood be on their own heads. Otherwise the Tree of Liberty gets refreshed by Master
Gardeners and Master Gunfighters…. The End.

Moreover, I read and hear a lot about how preppers and survivalists and freedom lovers should
stockpile food, water and other supplies and learn how to garden and fix things and such. I
agree. But I don’t hear or read much about how people should learn how to gunfight. I ask what
good is a Second Amendment if you don’t know how to gunfight? And what good is owning a
gun?

A real man is a gentleman who respects and helps others. But he is also a dangerous man
when the time comes. Just look at the Founding Fathers. All gentlemen, and all dangerous
men. And they all knew how to gunfight.

CAF is a peacemaker. And may God bless the peacemakers and deliver a miracle so that the
swords and guns can stay bolstered and put away. Of course, all Christians know the real
solution is Kingdom Come and Almighty God and his Son, Jesus Christ, be the Judge. Really,
Kingdom Come is the very best solution. Man can’t solve the problem better than God. So pray
for that, I say. Pray for God to solve this total mess.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Charles H

R E,

Good point – State Cessation … which will provoke another Civil
War. Disarmament must come before this is allowed. Perhaps even the noising
will provoke a Puppet Edict.

Reply

06/20/2022  •sk

secession

Reply

06/20/2022  •Charles H

Thanks.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Laura McDonough

I too lost faith in the American people, probably circa 1980, 5%
or less will resist tyranny, the rest too self absorbed in trivia

(sports, cell phone addiction, video games, social media, etc) and refuse to
believe “gov. could do bad things” and totally trusting polticians,TV news, and
bio weapon shots. These same people would turn in guns, line up like livestock
for covid or monkeypox bio weapon shots, and cannot carry on intell.
conversations. Stick w/ likeminded and cull out the dimwits I tell people. Some
patriots like Ms Fitts have faith in American people (I am afew yrs older than
her and have zero faith in most) esp. after the 2 yr covid circus when friends
warned family members to avoid shots. No one listened , I know longer talk to
those who scoffed at us.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Tim

Really Awake,

The collectivists will not be a factor in the future because these
are the same people who are taking the jab and boosters.

Take care

Tim

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

Yes – As the “jabbed” dim wits die off – the
Globalists will be faced with some very strong

minded opposition – that is probably when they will need to bring
in the Military “to shoot us” (the same way they had no moral
problems massacring Vietnamese women and children)!!

Reply

06/20/2022  •Really Awake

Do you really think all of the vaxxed will go quietly
into the night?

I haven’t ruled out that some kind of mass die-off might happen
whereupon the collectivists die by their own hand and before they
expire turn on and spill the blood of their own leaders. That is
certainly possible.

It is also possible that their anger, hate and aggression gets
focused on you and me and others like us. They might use their
last breath to assault their enemies, .i.e., you and me. I know that
sounds irrational, but remember who you’re dealing with…. For
example, while I was traveling in my car I was suprise attacked by
a complete stranger because I had a Texas license plate on my
car; and he thought Texans were responsible for spreading Covid
to his state (New Mexico) and I was a spreader of Covid…. I
could have been hurt or killed by this man and his friend. But my
wife’s 160lb American Akita jumped into action like a lightening
bolt and that was that…. I didn’t have to even throw a punch or
any lead… But that experience made me realize that the low-info
public was totally brain-washed… About the time of the attack on
me the governor of New Mexico publicly called people who didn’t
remain locked down “murderers”, because they were spreading
Covid… And at the time (2021) many New Mexicans didn’t like
Texans traveling through their state. Subsequently I have
extrapolated what might happen in the future.

So, yes, there might be a future die-off. In fact, I think there will
be. But I don’t expect all of the vaxxed to go quietly into the night.
They might try and take you and me with them…. The man who
attacked me had a grandma who supposedly died of Covid. So,
he really hated anybody who didn’t completely obey the
government, CDC and mainstream news… And he bitterly told
me so. And so when he saw a long, tall Texan in his state, that
really set his mind on fire…. I or somebody like me was
responsible for spreading Covid to his grandma. I killed his
grandma. After all, the governor stigmatized me as a murderer.
So it must be true. Right?

Now do you see how this could play out?

Reply

06/19/2022  •Richard Longacre

Really Awake, You are so right. Up until 3 years ago, I spent the
previous 33 years in wars and training for wars. Since then, I

have been working on the other things (gardens, chickens, food, water,
Community, etc.). Most people will not react very well to the gunfights that are
almost assuredly coming soon. The big question is, will it be Americans fighting
Americans (and/or our tyrannical government) or Americans fighting to survive
against a well equipped and trained Chinese and/or Russian military, including
all of the military aged men transported into our country under the guise of
open borders (and refugees) and armed to the teeth by our tyrannical
government and CIA? I know CAF thinks these illegal aliens are being brought
here to replace the Democrats that will all soon die from the jab, but it is more
likely that they are part of the Army that will be used against Americans.

Either way, keep your powder dry, sight in your guns, and get some practice in.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Richard Longacre

Really Awake, I should also add my hearty
agreement to your last few statements that the

only true fix to any of this is that Jesus returns soon to gather
together His elect from the four winds and judges an unrepentant
world with the Day of the Lord/God’s wrath. It sure does seem like
those days are near. May God receive all of the glory.

As a military man for my entire adult life I can tell you that I hate
war. It is the proof of the utter depravity of man and I pray that this
will not be the way we go. Personally, I do not see a political or an
economic solution out of this mess.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Nick Grove

Wow, Really Awake !
Maybe this will be in a book of yet to be opened scrolls! Or

some such history books. What we are all facing and must decide. A time to
fight or die or better yet a time of faith, in the freedom of the sons of God!

Reply

06/18/2022  •swimfinz

Dead cattle in Kansas… Same deal that afflicted Santa Rosa and Paradise,
California: DEWs.

“Direct Energy Weapons.” Those cattle got microwaved from space.

Reply

06/19/2022  •TIM MCGRAW

swimfinz; I hadn’t thought of that. You may very well be right.
And don’t forget the Tubbs and Kincade Fires as well.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Paul from Indiana

Nor had I. It’s genius and eye-opening. The
message: Similar fate awaits any group with which

those in control wish to make a point? Best always. PM

Reply

06/19/2022  •Shirl

Here is a partial list of near 100 fires & other MYSTERIOUS
WIERD and CONSEQUENTIAL incidents that occurred at food

processing plants and related to since Biden’s “Selection” Note: this list does
NOT include those UNEXPLAINED Cattle Kill offs into the thousands.

Control the food, you can control the people..(paraphrased) Henry (still alive?)
Kissinger.

1) 1/11/21 A fire that destroyed 75,000-square-foot processing plant in
Fayetteville
2) 4/30/21 A fire ignited inside the Smithfield Foods pork processing plant in
Monmouth, IL
3) 7/25/21 Three-alarm fire at Kellogg plant in Memphis, 170 emergency
personnel responded to the call
4) 7/30/21 Firefighters on Friday battled a large fire at Tyson’s River Valley
Ingredients plant in Hanceville, Alabama
5) 8/23/21 Fire crews were called to the Patak Meat Production company on
Ewing Road in Austell
6) 9/13/21 A fire at the JBS beef plant in Grand Island, Neb., on Sunday night
forced a halt to slaughter and fabrication lines
7) 7/13/21 A five-alarm fire ripped through the Darigold butter production plant
in Caldwell, ID
8) 11/15/21 A woman is in custody following a fire at the Garrard County Food
Pantry
9) 11/29/21 A fire broke out around 5:30 p.m. at the Maid-Rite Steak Company
meat processing plant
10) 12/13/21 West Side food processing plant in San Antonio left with smoke
damage after a fire
11) 1/7/22 Damage to a poultry processing plant on Hamilton’s Mountain
following an overnight fire
12) 1/13/22 Firefighters worked for 12 hours to put a fire out at the Cargill-
Nutrena plant in Lecompte, LA
13) 1/31/22 a fertilizer plant with 600 tons of ammonium nitrate inside caught
on fire on Cherry Street in Winston-Salem
14) 2/3/22 A massive fire swept through Wisconsin River Meats in Mauston
15) 2/3/22 At least 130 cows were killed in a fire at Percy Farm in Stowe
16) 2/15/22 Bonanza Meat Company goes up in flames in El Paso, Texas
17) 2/15/22 Nearly a week after the fire destroyed most of the Shearer’s Foods
plant in Hermiston
18) 2/16/22 A fire had broken at US largest soybean processing and biodiesel
plant in Claypool, Indiana
19) 2/18/22 An early morning fire tore through the milk parlor at Bess View
Farm
20) 2/19/22 Three people were injured, and one was hospitalized, after an
ammonia leak at Lincoln Premium Poultry in Fremont
21) 2/22/22 The Shearer’s Foods plant in Hermiston caught fire after a propane
boiler exploded
22) 2/28/22 A smoldering pile of sulfur quickly became a raging chemical fire at
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22) 2/28/22 A smoldering pile of sulfur quickly became a raging chemical fire at
Nutrien Ag Solutions
23) 2/28/22 A man was hurt after a fire broke out at the Shadow Brook Farm
and Dutch Girl Creamery
24) 3/4/22 294,800 chickens destroyed at farm in Stoddard, Missouri
25) 3/4/22 644,000 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Cecil, Maryland
26) 3/8/22 243,900 chickens destroyed at egg farm in New Castle, Delaware
27) 3/10/22 663,400 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Cecil, MD
28) 3/10/22 915,900 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Taylor, IA
29) 3/14/22 The blaze at 244 Meadow Drive was discovered shortly after 5 p.m.
by farm owner Wayne Hoover
30) 3/14/22 2,750,700 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Jefferson, Wisconsin
31) 3/16/22 A fire at a Walmart warehouse distribution center has cast a large
plume of smoke visible throughout Indianapolis.
32) 3/16/22 Nestle Food Plant extensively damaged in fire and new production
destroyed Jonesboro, Arkansas
33) 3/17/22 5,347,500 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Buena Vista, Iowa
chickens are a YUGE Target think FAKE Bird Flu…
34) 3/17/22 147,600 chickens destroyed at farm in Kent, Delaware
35) 3/18/22 315,400 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Cecil, Maryland
36) 3/22/22 172,000 Turkeys destroyed on farms in South Dakota
37) 3/22/22 570,000 chickens destroyed at farm in Butler, Nebraska
38) 3/24/22 Fire fighters from numerous towns are battling a major fire at the
McCrum potato processing facility in Belfast.
39) 3/24/22 418,500 chickens destroyed at farm in Butler, Nebraska
40) 3/25/22 250,300 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Franklin, Iowa
41) 3/26/22 311,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota
42) 3/27/22 126,300 Turkeys destroyed in South Dakota
43) 3/28/22 1,460,000 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Guthrie, Iowa
44) 3/29/22 A massive fire burned 40,000 pounds of food meant to feed people
in a food desert near Maricopa
45) 3/31/22 A structure fire caused significant damage to a large portion of key
fresh onion packing facilities in south Texas
46) 3/31/22 76,400 Turkeys destroyed in Osceola, Iowa
47) 3/31/22 5,011,700 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Osceola, Iowa
48) 4/6/22 281,600 chickens destroyed at farm in Wayne, North Carolina
49) 4/9/22 76,400 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota
50) 4/9/22 208,900 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota
51) 4/12/22 89,700 chickens destroyed at farm in Wayne, North Carolina
52) 4/12/22 1,746,900 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Dixon, Nebraska
53) 4/12/22 259,000 chickens destroyed at farm in Minnesota
54) 4/13/22 fire destroys East Conway Beef & Pork Meat Market in Conway,
New Hampshire
55) 4/13/22 Plane crashes into Gem State Processing, Idaho potato and food
processing plant
56) 4/13/22 77,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota
57) 4/14/22 Taylor Farms Food Processing plant burns down Salinas,
California.
58) 4/14/22 99,600 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota
59) 4/15/22 1,380,500 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Lancaster, Minnesota
60) 4/19/22 Azure Standard nation’s premier independent distributor of organic
and healthy food, was destroyed by fire in Dufur, Oregon
61) 4/19/22 339,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota
62) 4/19/22 58,000 chickens destroyed at farm in Montrose, Color
63) 4/20/22 2,000,000 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Minnesota
64) 4/21/22 A small plane crashed in the lot of a General Mills plant in Georgia
65) 4/22/22 197,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota
66) 4/23/22 200,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota
67) 4/25/22 1,501,200 chickens destroyed at egg farm Cache, Utah
68) 4/26/22 307,400 chickens destroyed at farm Lancaster Pennsylvania
69) 4/27/22 2,118,000 chickens destroyed at farm Knox, Nebraska
70) 4/28/22 Egg-laying facility in Iowa kills 5.3 million chickens, fires 200-plus
workers
71) 4/28/22 Allen Harim Foods processing plant killed nearly 2M chickens in
Delaware
72) 4/2822 110,700 Turkeys destroyed Barron Wisconsin
73) 4/29/22 1,366,200 chickens destroyed at farm Weld Colorado
74) 4/30/22 13,800 chickens destroyed at farm Sequoia Oklahoma
75) 5/3/22 58,000 Turkeys destroyed Barron Wisconsin
76) 5/3/22 118,900 Turkeys destroyed Beadle S Dakota
77) 5/3/22 114,000 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania
78) 5/3/22 118,900 Turkeys destroyed Lyon Minnesota
79) 5/7/22 20,100 Turkeys destroyed Barron Wisconsin
80) 5/10/22 72,300 chickens destroyed at farm Lancaster Pennsylvania
81) 5/10/22 61,000 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania
82) 5/10/22 35,100 Turkeys destroyed Muskegon, Michigan
83) 5/13/22 10,500 Turkeys destroyed Barron Wisconsin
84) 5/14/22 83,400 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania
85) 5/17/22 79,00 chickens destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania
86) 5/18/22 7,200 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania
87) 5/19/22 Train carrying limestone derailed Jensen Beach FL
88) 5/21/22 57,000 Turkeys destroyed on farm in Dakota Minnesota
89) 5/23/22 4,000 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania
90) 5/29/22 A Saturday night fire destroyed a poultry building at Forsman
Farms
91) 5/31/22 3,000,000 chickens destroyed by fire at Forsman facility in
Stockholm Township, Minnesota
92) 6/2/22 30,000 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania
93) 6/7/22 A fire occurred Tuesday evening at the JBS meat packing plant in
Green Bay.
94) 6/8/22 Firefighters from Tangipahoa Fire District 1 respond to a fire at the
Purina Feed Mill in Arcola
95) 6/9/22 Irrigation water was canceled in California (the #1 producer of food
in the US) and storage water flushed directly out to the delta.
96) 6/12/22 Largest Pork Company in the US Shuts Down California Plant Due
to High Costs
97) 6/13/22 Fire Breaks Out at a Food Processing Plant West of Waupaca
County in Wisconsin

06/21/2022  •IIG

Excellent List – now lets put your data together
with Illegal Immigrant Data – and we could have “a

clear case of Treason” against Biden and his Demon Rat Cohorts
– all we need to show is that the Illegal Immigrants entering the
United States through the southern border were purposely and
quietly put aboard commercial flights by the Biden Administration
“to be relocated and resettled in different parts of America’s Food
Growing Heartland” – where all these suspicious fires are now
being set (to purposely burn down our Food Processing Centers
to give the Demon-rats control over the American people)!! –
https://www.judicialwatch.org/illegal-aliens-quietly-relocated-
throughout-u-s-commercial-flights/ – (Sadly even under Trump
“little was done to stop this dangerous Obama and now Biden
policy”) – and now look at what is happening to America’s food
supply as these evil Demon- rat “commie sleeper cells” are being
activated!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Wanda

I sure hope some one remembers what happened in CA, the
Paradise fire. It was caught on camera/video, a blue beam from

a satellite, torching the ground and area. Now fast forward to last year, when
firefighters were fighting a huge fire in Australia. As they worked to put the fire
out some one was taking video of the fire and their efforts. In the filming, that
person caught on camera, a blue beam coming thru the smoky sky and setting
another fire when it kit the ground, one they had already put out. Some one
died in that fire.

I live in WI, W Central actually. I could write a script for a syfy movie from the
stuff I have seen in our skies, both night and day.
This year I have seen 4-5 times, very late at night, what appeared to be a round
white object, like a miniature moon, cross the sky here. I watch as it goes from
the North to the East, some times it disappears into the dark black carbon dust
clouds. Other times it moves into a constellation, like its part of it, and when it
stops moving it looks no different than a star or satellite.
The fire before this one in Wisconsin, again a processing plant here then, I was
outside that night, and I watched this same “satellite” business, happening.
Looks like a small moon, but oh no, the moon doesn’t cross the sky under 2
minutes. IF you don’t realize they have the technology to move these satellites
any where they want to, you need to research it, because they do. I have
watched them do it. right here in Wisconsin.
God help us, if they run out of food plants to demolish, what will be their next
targets?
Sadly since writing this it appears living animals are there target. Food on the
hoof. God help us all!

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

Now I hear that it’s over 100 food processing
plants that have been purposefully put out of

commission by the Demon-rats – and besides the Demons killing
thousands of Cows (so we can’t eat meat) – the Satanists have
killed 10 million hens (so we can’t get eggs)!!

Reply

06/21/2022  •IIG

When this was done to the American
Indians – they acted as only completely

sane men would act – they scalped the Demons –
problem today is – most of these Globalists keep their
heads bald – but we should at least take that wig
“Rachel” Levine wears as a trophy to wear in our belt –
https://external-content.duckduckgo.com/iu/?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fimg.particlenews.com%2Fimg%
2Fid%2F0VbNLS_0P3b2qt200%3Ftype%3Dthumbnail
_1024x576&f=1&nofb=1 – as we “savage” the queer
psychopaths out to kill us all!!

Reply

06/21/2022  •IIG

Don’t the Demon-rats “helping the
Eugenicists to starve Humanity” know

that they and their families are going to starve just like
the rest of us?? – What better name can I call “such
people” who will help to “Kill Their Own Families”?? – I
simply call them Demon Rats – but they are in
actuality “ANOMIC DEMONS FROM HELL”!!! –
https://www.ojp.gov/pdffiles1/nij/230412.pdf

Reply

06/18/2022  •Tabitha Sloan

If there’s mandates of needles for everyone coming in America, I would hope the
buck stops there and the ammo is loaded and expelled! Pray to our Heavenly

Father!!

Reply

06/18/2022  •Dan Hawkins

Yes…1rst. I am first to comment!
Greg, when will you do a “How to do journalism” video??

You’re the best!

Reply

06/18/2022  •TIM MCGRAW

Vote with your feet, if you can. You can always vote with your wallet.

Reply

06/18/2022  •Pete+only

Another great interview. These are my key takeaways.
More mRNA vaccine formats are on the horizon, so the stakes have never been

so high as they are right now.
It is nothing more than a Governance Problem. (The corrupt criminal killers are in charge).
The Elite have chosen to control the food supply. (Henry Kissinger once said to control the
people, you just need to control the food supply… and this has caused 2/3 of people to be
obese even before Covid came along). To control governments, just control their energy).
Productivity has declined by 7.5% in the last fiscal quarter, which is quite significant, and is not
sustainable.
Everyone needs to consider producing at least a portion of their own ffod suply going forward.
Key health statistic is that the sugar coated soft drink market exceeds the fruits and vegetable
market by 4 to 1 in dollar value. (The next time that you are in a supermarket and you see a
morbidly obese person waddling with their shopping cart, just look what’s inside their cart).
Crypto might not be be finished, but tax liabilities and financial audits may be more likely if
people made any transactions when bitcoin was at it’s high end of $65K.
Catherine still likes precious metals, particularly silver, despite it’s recent declines and is still
buying at these prices. She separates core assets of precious metals with investment positions,
and views them as being very volatile. My take is invest knowing that 500 currencies have
disapeared since the middle ages, yet gold and silver will always be worth something, and you
don’t need electricity or internet to trade with it.
The key she says about precious metals is not to get shaken out or over extended in your
positions.
She also says not to be frozen in fear and its still not too late to save things. My take is to find
creative ways to tell others what we know to fight with us, and not live in fear, and be creative in
doing so. Post pictures of Bill Gates found guilty in India and sentenced to death on mail boxes
with the caption “this is what mainstream media doesn’t tell you…”
There is an overall 72% rejection rate of further vaccines of the population which reflects
distrust of the governmental agecies and the CDC.
We only need to swing about 10% more people to sway the overwheliming majority of people in
the right places.
Get out of the big banks and join credit unions. (Stop feeding the monster).
Distrust in the heartland of government is at least 50% of the population there.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Johnny Cool

From 2019, the last normal year before the pandemic, to 2020,
the year of the Covid-19 virus, there was an increase in group

death benefits paid out of only 9 percent. But group death benefits in 2021, the
year the vaccine was introduced, increased almost 164 percent over 2020.

Here are the precise numbers for Group Death Benefits taken from Lincoln
National’s annual statements for the three years:

2019: $500,888,808

2020: $547,940,260

2021: $1,445,350,949

https://crossroadsreport.substack.com/p/breaking-fifth-largest-life-insurance?
s=r

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

Remember – the deaths of “working people” ages
18-64 does not include all the young athletes who

have also died of the “jab” who were still in school “and didn’t get
into the workforce yet”!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Tm

Johnny,

What will 2022 look like? 2023?

Tim

Reply

06/20/2022  •Johnny Cool

A nuclear wasteland.

Reply

06/18/2022  •John Pick

Thank you Greg and Catherine for this hopeful interview.

Reply

06/18/2022  •ROBERT COLEMAN

The Only alternative to sitting and watching the destruction of Liberty and
America is to rise up and fight back with every ounce of energy one can muster.

Using every method possible to bring 1776 2.0 to fruition and the re-establishment of The
America that the Founding Fathers designed for Freedom and Liberty to thrive.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Cheri Rodriguez

Easy to fight bad guys in 1776 when they were wearing red
uniforms. Not so easy today with everyone dressed the same.

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

Seems we didn’t learn anything from 1776 – we
made it easy for the Demon-rats to spot and lock

up the Patriots (who made themselves easy targets by wearing
red hats)!!

Reply

06/21/2022  •Laura McDonough

R. Coleman: problem is less than 5% are fighting age patriots
who are motivated. Most will be elderly men fighting also. It’s

either civil war or tyranny and genocide. It is too late for any other activity incl
voting which I no longer participate in this farce, avoided the run off in my state
today and ongoing.

Reply

06/18/2022  •Robert says no

I never was vaxxed. But I want to talk about another avenue of evil I had to
encounter. Last fall my doctor rejected me for cataract surgery. He said my

diabetes was out of control. I began a regimen to get my glucose under control. First I was
placed on Rybelsus pills. Then they switched me to Trulicity. Then they said I needed another
drug to further bring my a1c down. They put me on a injectable insulin called Lantus. Today I
looked up Lantus insulin as well as the Trulicity. Today I discovered Lantus insulin has lipid
nano particles in it. I’d like to know if I’m now poisoned like people who took the vaccine have
been with the lipid nano particles in those mRNA vaccines. Are lipid nano particles the same
regardless of what drug they’re in?

Reply

06/19/2022  •Jeffrobbins

Don’t know about that, but….Several years ago we bought a
Kangen Water machine and while it isn’t a miracle maker, i do

believe it has helped our overall health. Recently, the valve suppling the water
needed replaced and we didn’t use it for a little over a month. I had a gout flare
up in my foot that i have had the hardest time getting to go away. Got the valve
replaced, but the machine needs to be cleaned. So, I’ve got to grind this out
and get my good water back- point is; take a long look at your water. It’s not in
their sales pitch, but I think the secret is in creating smaller water molecules.
Like water tension is water reacting to the charge in the air and forming larger
molecules of water. There’s another machine, don’t know the name, that
infuses hydrogen in their water- no opinion for that yet. Kind of a red neck view,
hope it helps.

Reply

06/19/2022  •The Seer

Heard the annual Kangen service is secretly
actually to replace or repaint the rusting plate

inside so I bought Alka Viva brand instead that also filters out
radiation.
I really like the New Zealand artesian water 3 kilometers deep
sold at Trader Joe’s in boa free 1 gallon jugs and also the North
Carolina mountain water you can still get delivered in 5 gallon
jugs.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Robert says no

Those Kangen water machines are expensive. Are
the ones that are much cheaper and look like

coffee makers worth it

Reply

06/19/2022  •swimfinz

Robert….”lipid nano particles” were developed and patented by
DARPA-the same folks that developed the Internet, LifeLOG

(turned into FaceBook), Twitter and Google. Jack Dorsey, Larry Page, Sergey
Brin, Mark Zuckerberg never developed a thing. They were handed the reins. I
would find a new doctor if I were you. My own doc wanted me to take the Pfizer
jab. What I shot back to my doc cannot be translated here…..

Reply

06/19/2022  •The Ogs

Hi Robert – just stop eating sugar! Doesn’t get any simpler than
that.

Reply

06/19/2022  •The Seer

It’s just a delivery system for what payload it is carrying. So no
BUT who knows what pharma

Could be putting in things these days.
Naturopathic doctors can guide backing out of diabetes and meds.

Reply

06/18/2022  •George

Beautiful as always

Reply

06/19/2022  •TIM MCGRAW

PS: Does everyone in the Netherlands wear orange? Decorate in orange? And
orange we glad you had CAF as a guest.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Kim Beaney

Catherine is possibly the smartest lady on the planet regarding societal basic
economics. Her common sense solutions are the antidote needed to escaping

this awful 150 year financial mess.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Tarheel

Greg – I honestly love your style and almost every guest you have on like CAF.
Just an FYI though: While we’d welcome you with open arms, Tennessee is a

terrible place to relocate to. I’ve been here 40 years and it’s just terrible. No state income tax, 3
gun manufacturers world HQs, Nissan HQ, and dozens of other Global Corporate HQs here.
The 101st Airborne Division is 40 mins outside Nashville, terrible BBQ in Memphis, a big ass
river winds itself around the state with 1000s of fishing rivers and creeks. Those pesky Smokey
mountains, 4 actual seasons, State government held accountable fiscally, some of the most
beautiful women in the world with chivalry still a powerful characteristic in men here. Road
infrastructure is difficult to navigate on nice highways and byways. The only horns that honk in
Nashville are from northerns. As my heart will always be a Tarheel born and bred, even though I
could live anywhere I want, I already do. Bless your mission GH.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Jeffrobbins

I really like the question of “If food prices double by the end of the year, what are
you going to do?” I just applied for a fish stocking permit – state thing. It’ll take

two years for fingerlings to get big enough to eat, i hadn’t thought about food prices rising that
fast. It is very possible with the fertilizer shortage that next year has a severe food shortage, or
higher prices for us in the states. I tell my kids and anyone that will listen; the food we eat is
mostly from the year before. I almost believe Putins invasion was desired and scripted to help
bring about certain issues like the above. I was happier when i knew less.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Paul Simmons

How long did it take for people to in the U.S. to recognize the threat of Hitler and
Co. to the free world so as to do something effective about it? Today we have a

Hitler minded Clause Schwab, with accent and all, leading a force to take over all government
rule worldwide and mass murder whoever they want to depopulate the world. We have now the
second WWII, if WWII really fully ended but just went underground. This massive attack is more
dangerous because it is done in secret. History is really rhyming but without the fireworks to
wake people up. If Schwab gets what he wants, Hitler and his kind wins the war and the world
after all.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Jim Beam n Coke

Instead of running to a red state, stay where you are and fight! If you run away,
everything you worked for will be lost. There are many more people like you than

you think. IMHO, this is the only way to preserve the salt in the state you grew up in.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Greg Hunter

Jim,
May of the double injected and boosted Democrats are

going to be really sick of dead. Cilf High said 19 of 20 Democrats took the
injections. That’s the science and not the science fiction. You may be
totally correct.
Greg

Reply

06/19/2022  •Tim

Hi Greg,

That is exactly what I have been saying. I believe
the death jab will turn this whole thing in our favor. Ironically, the
very people who are supporting the communist left are going to
suicide and or make themselves very sick, so they will not be a
factor.

Tim

Reply
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06/21/2022  •

Laura McDonough

And I will not be
attending their funerals incl relatives

who scoffed other’s warnings, took the shots and
boosters.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Francine

Sometimes I think being out of the city in a blue
state you might be safer because they attack the

red states however when roe v Wade comes down I definitely
don’t want to be in a baby killing state. Was going to move to
South Carolina but the Lord said wait so we’re waiting Don’t want
to move until we know for sure where the Lord is leading.

Reply

06/19/2022  •L.L.

thehealthyamerican.org tells you how to particpipate effectively
in the fight. CAF’s website, Solari, made Peggy Hall, founder of

that site, “person of the month” awhile back.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Frank S.

I love CAF’s solution to combat the Globalist’s “fear porn”…just look for some
humor in it. Of course, there’s plenty of tragedy around. But after studying the

Bible for many years, I had no idea the REAL End Times was going to be so ridiculously inane!

Reply

06/19/2022  •David Gordon Dunne

Let’s ask the singer Justin Bieber what he and his girl friend think now? Both
took the jabs, boosters like Ray Good Fellers Liollotti, I am spelling wrong, wait a

minute, he took them too and DEAD, just DEAD, and it was rumored Justin and his wife 26
were going to come out and speak against the kill jabs BUT oh oh, they got threatened so they
took the low coward road. What is my point, there is NO where to hide. Keep the Jesus shield
up now. KAF is so on target as is Martin Armstrong, Dr. Cory, Cole and Bill Holter. I went to get
an autograph from the great Hank Aaron and Marvin Hagler but they did not show up, oh oh
again, DEAD. Greg, You da man. I forward you to 100s of my friends and family, even the head
in the sand and LIBTARDIAN pee brains.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Tim

David,

The narrative will fall apart more and more as more people get
injured and sick from the death jabs.

Tim

Reply

06/19/2022  •rv

Militia is only a bad word if you are a tyrant.

Sri Lanka, Anti-government protester angry over power blackouts, shortages of
basic goods and rising prices resulted in 8 killed and at least 200 wounded plus prime minister
resigns. Wonder if any US politicians are worried.
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/5/11/how-sri-lanka-spiralled-into-crisis-and-what-
happens-next

Greg thanks for the Outstanding interview with CAF!!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Andrew

“Militia is only a bad word if you are a tyrant.”
AWESOME meme. I trust you won’t object if I use that in my

meme distribution collection.

Reply

06/19/2022  •PersonaNonGrata

Hi Greg,
Another great interview with CAF – many thanks!

Catherine talks about the need for people (more people!) to wake up to the reality that ‘we the
people’ are being used and abused by a criminal leadership. Reading USAW comments, it’s
clear that many of us have given up on the normies. IMHO, giving up on the normies is not an
option. We need to awaken as many as humanly possible in order to build a consensus for
radical action.

I have tried, and failed, to awaken family members and colleagues, and I admit I’m guilty of
having given up. But I decided some weeks ago to redouble my efforts. Here’s an analogy:
You’re walking over a footbridge two hundred feet above a ravine. You notice someone is
climbing over the safety rail. Do you try to talk them down or do you walk on? If you walk on and
the person falls to their death, for how many years will it haunt you? Now, imagine the person
climbing the rail is a family member or colleague . . . Taking the C-19 ‘vaccination’ is suicide. All
of us who know this to be true need to talk to those who are contemplating getting a booster or
getting their children vaxxed. Trying to dissuade someone from committing suicide is not a
choice – it’s a moral imperative!

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

More people need to wake up to the reality that our children are
being used and abused by unspeakably evil criminals intent on

exterminating humanity!! – https://ugetube.com/watch/they-039-re-murdering-
babies-jabs-for-6-month-infants-pushed-by-globalists-as-studies-prove-
danger_fHkJo8tJZeLTmw9.html

Reply

06/19/2022  •Walt “Doc”

Great conversation with our CAF ! Agree about that line in the sand is our
inalienable Right to arm & defend ourself! More important that ever … And local

election support is the solution to our Political problem: school boards, county commissioners,
sheriff and our State representatives … – Support the good people financially and knock on
doors for them! … That’s better than having to fight a revolutionary war… The founding fathers
had it right – We just need to pay attention… Thanks Greg 

Reply

06/19/2022  •Charles H

Doc,

Try that in Hidalgo County, Texas (next to the Mexican border). If
your last name isn’t Spanish, and you haven’t the face to match: forget it.
Demographically reclaimed – and it ain’t gonna turn back anytime soon.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Paul from Indiana

The US as a country and culture is already dead,
with whites in 1960 at 90% and today barely 50%.

That’s what the open-borders deal is all about: a mad rush to get
the country under 50% white and to retire the culture that goes
with it, all of which made “America” great and unique. It’s been an
attack on all fronts, we spat the bit, and we are in the death throes
now. Best always. PM

Reply

06/19/2022  •A.J. Saferstein

Truly she is, Catherine AWESOME Fitts

Reply

06/19/2022  •barsoom43

One of your very best interviews.. Thanks.

Reply

06/19/2022  •John

If Israel is an example to the nations, then this nation should understand
Leviticus 26. Katherine talks about the rule of law. Who’s law? Has heaven and

earth passed away? This nation has seen great blessings and now it is seeing cursing. There is
mercy with repentance. Read the scriptural history of Israel and you will see the comparison.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Charles H

John,

Israel is of Abraham, who God chose: America is a Gentile
nation; of which God is ‘calling out’ the Few, under different terms of
relationship. The parallel, should one be drawn – is stiff-necked rebellion: as
God Himself walked among them, and they received Him not! To this day –
they do not receive Him!! The parallel, then, is spiritual apostasy – because
they followed their leaders rather than Scriptural Authority: which detailed the
Messiah exactly in Isaiah. Our Gentile nation heard the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
and was leavened with the knowledge of God. But it has turned to listen to the
human leaders, whose faith is ‘Science’; and whose god is themselves. For this
– man is given up to the natural, sinful nature: and no injustice or crime is
beyond that estate.
“Look unto Me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth: for I am God, and
there is none else.” Isaiah 45:22. Jesus Christ the Lord; God in the flesh;
Messiah of the Jews; and the Redeemer of sinful man.

Reply

06/23/2022  •Dwight Branson

Yes! Amen!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Johnny Cool

Worst Drought in 70 Years Threatens Northern Italy’s Food, Power…

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-06-18/worst-drought-in-70-
years-threatens-northern-italy-s-food-power

Reply

06/19/2022  •Gg

Greg locks in the same old guests. Brings on this ol hag and Debbie downer
bald guy BH again and again. Only one accurate is Clif. Why won’t Greg bring

me on the show?

Reply

06/19/2022  •Ginny

Based on this negative comment, I doubt anyone would want to
watch a show with you on it.

Reply

06/20/2022  •PersonaNonGrata

Gg,
“Why won’t Greg bring me on the show?” I think you answered

your own question!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Bosco P. Horowitz

Greg,

another excellent interview! CAF is the matriarch of America.

As much as I admire and respect Catherine, I really resonated with your politely calling out “the
official reality”. It’s basically a cop-out to go along to get along. We’re partially or mostly in this
mess because far too many have toed the line and didn’t want to stir the pot or create waves,
but we can’t comply our way out of tyranny!

Also, what happened to your ending tagline of (forgive me if I butcher it) “prepare yourself,
mentally, physically–and above all else, spiritually. God the Father, his son Jesus Christ and the
Holy Spirit are all firmly in control” ? I think this one is much needed these days and will be for
some time to come.

Also,

Reply

06/20/2022  •PersonaNonGrata

Hi Bosch,
“. . . we can’t comply our way out of tyranny!” You said it Bosco!

The time to ‘go along to get along’, if ever there was such a time, is well and
truly over. Time now to relate truth, to rock the boat, to infuriate – to MAKE
people THINK.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Dan Hawkins

Greg: If I’m doing the math right, in Russia, 1oz of gold is ~$2700 (converting to
Rubles and from grams). I’m watching to see if a Russian oligarch will buy

London gold (~$1820/oz) and sell it in Russia!!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •The Seer

Isn’t R going to revalue on July 1 and periodically?
Stuck in a range driving everyone crazy -when is it getting out of

this cup handle???!!!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •al

Wow, so much to consider !

As a European Immigrant (naturalized Citizen) I was brought up to shun
weapons, guns, knives, etc… After the first gun grab cycle back in 2010-12, (during the rein of
Hussain the Traitor from Kenya), I purchased my first weapon, a mini-cannon (Mossberg 500). I
now own various gorgeous weapons and know how to use each and every one. Not to mention
their value has gone up due to their beauty.
In short, the DEMO-RINOs in DC are the greatest marketing machine for weapons
manufacturers ever. The more they try to grab guns through false-flag “mass” shootings, the
more guns are sold. It’s a joke!!!

We are truly living a Worldwide Practical Joke filled with the Clowns, Misfits and mental
midgets. Their stupidity is laughable yet we are all suffering the final episode of a very long
Sitcom.

As for Financial Responsibility, it is truly the key. People like credit cards a bit too much, and
that is by design. The Country is addicted…
GO COLD TURKEY!!
Cut the credit cards, use a Bank ATM card or Charge Card like Amex to pay in full every Month.
Pay off your credit cards, work on paying off your major assets like cars and the like. Fire the
TV Cable company forever, reduce eating out or expensive vacations. Buy some metals, get
right with God and buy stuff you’ll need that can last a few years like extra clothes, food, etc…
This is also a good time to be fasting for a week or so. It’s great for the body and makes you
realize that food is not as imperative as you think.

Pumping crypto? Bitcoin is now dumping. Bo said there will be another pump and that’s when to
dump but I wonder what he’s saying about this dump.
Personally, I’ve been in cash on everything for the last year. I’m waiting for this market crash to
end.

Greg, this has got to be the best CAF Interview you’ve had,
May you and your Family be blessed and protected.

Reply

06/20/2022  •PersonaNonGrata

Hi al,
“We are truly living a Worldwide Practical Joke filled with the

Clowns, Misfits and mental midgets. Their stupidity is laughable yet we are all
suffering the final episode of a very long Sitcom.”
Your best comment yet! Totally agree. The dark forces love ‘black comedy’!
Klaus Schwab cast as Dr Evil in a real-life Austin Powers movie. The ‘First
Lady’ of the US being a man – ha, ha, ha, the joke’s on us! Selecting a
dementia patient to be POTUS! Oh, lest I forget, convincing millions that you
must wear a mask (unspecified piece of cloth) if standing in a restaurant – but
it’s OK to take it off when seated!!!!! REALLY?! So, in the midst of a ‘deadly
pandemic’ it’s OK to go to restaurants? To your point, we are truly living a
Worldwide Practical Joke! That the majority are taking all their jokes seriously
must have the dark forces rolling in the aisles!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Mike Davidson

No one “induced” a tsunami. Man isn’t capable of that. This woman says some
things that are true, but she also says some things that are total BS such as the

Indonesian tsunami was “induced.”

Reply

06/19/2022  •osi

There’s plenty of documentation showing the capacity of
weapons to create the Indonesian tsunami as well as the

Fukushima Earthquake in addition to weather manipulation.

https://www.cftc.gov/sites/default/files/idc/groups/public/@lrfederalregister/docu
ments/frcomment/08-004c002.pdf

https://www.allthingsnature.org/what-is-scalar-weather.htm

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/334074508_Scalar_Wave_Energy_as
_Weapon

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

The Indonesian tsunami looks suspiciously like “a test” of a
nuclear “tsunami wave making bomb” to keep up with what the

Russians “have already developed” – testing nukes on “the people of the
Pacific” was never a problem for the Military – is it a racist thing? – not
necessarily (for they Chem-Trail and poison their own people every day) so it
seems more like some psychos in the Military that just have a basic hatred for
humanity!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Judy

I think, Mike, you are very uninformed about the power the
globalist have in controlling the weather. Ever hear of HAARP?

The information that the public has is way below what power they have .

Reply

06/21/2022  •Mike Davidson

EXCUSE ME:
There was no “nuclear induced” tsunami by

mankind in Indonesia.
Sorry, didn’t happen.
If you think it did, I have some swamp land to sell you in central
Florida.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Davo

Youre very sure of yourself. Thats the first step to being utterly
wrong.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Shirl

Powerful Information Packed interview on the big picture.
Do we need to be reminded that no one is perfect & last checked not since

Jesus Christ walked the earth over 2000 years ago… so don’t get butt hurt over imperfections
that get in the way of seeing the big picture… clearly anyone can see how much better America
and the world were with President Trump FIRST Policies encouraged the World Over versus
the Out Of Control Criminals devilishly pushing WW3 to control us all with the LIES of their Glo-
Bull NWO Nightmare who have temporarily stolen the helm today…. Stand Up & Speak Out…
your future & that of the planet depends on it.

Reply

06/19/2022  •red

Hi Greg, haven’t commented in a while because in Australia it is just so
depressing. We have a woke , climate, medical tyranny driven .gov. claiming a

mandate with less than 36% of the primary vote. If armed Americans cant assert control over
their lives, in Australia it is just a joke, even a lot of so called “Christians” are supporting the
Godless self righteous criminal class. This really is the great harvest. I am convinced. The focus
for me now has been connecting with Christians that share our views. We are looking at
building a chapel. Their are so many loving, beautiful people we have met. It is now the only joy
we get. We love Catherine and all your guests and want you to know that you are doing great
work . Evangelical work , may God bless you all.

Reply

06/19/2022  •osi

Yes the spiritual approach is extremely effective for changing
present past and future. A chapel – great idea.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Chevy Preps

You guys are up to your ears with problems. The Swamp
Creatures are trying to do the same here in the USA. If they get

are guns it is over.
Best of luck to all the good Australians.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Andrew

Greg, this man is correct. I have come from being an atheist in
my young years, to being agnostic, like “I don’t know sh*t, but if

there is a God he’ll have mercy and show Himself to me”, to someone who has
recently picked up the bible again.
Decades ago I had done some studies of bible, koran, and even talmud (in
parts a horrid anti-human document!). I still have a big problem with the fact
that if there is a God, then why does he let innocent children suffer as they do?
Yes, I know, man-made, but under an omnipotent God?
So, Greg, not sure where I go, but you made me go again. At any rate, thank
you for your work. To me it is truly uplifting.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Greg Hunter

Andrew, just start with Matthew in the New
Testament & concentrate on Jesus.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Red

Yes Greg, Matthew. His reference to
Jesus and his message of love. Above

all to love God and then thy neighbor with almost the
same reverence. But even to love thy enemy for his
eternal soul to be healed as my own. The old and the
new are like perfect order. Joel and his emphasis on
contrition and repentance (that one has been hard on
me) Jeremiah and the tales of bad leadership (that
one could be this very day. I love all the replies.
Thankyou everyone and again may God bless you all.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Richard Longacre

red, If you mean building an underground church when you say
“build a chapel”, then I agree completely. If you build a building

specifically designed to meet in then your tyrannical government would just
shut it down and not allow you to meet (you know, for your safety). I wish you
luck.

I was stationed in England when they gave up their guns (88-92). I could not
believe that people would voluntarily turn in their guns. I remember saying then,
“They will regret doing this and it is not going to go well for them”. We attended
a British church and grew to love the British people but I also recognized the
tyranny from their government even back then. I have never been to Australia
but I imagine the cultures are pretty similar. Be strong and trust in the Lord and
never comply to their tyranny, even if it means to the death. You don’t need
guns to fight back. Civil disobedience is a powerful tool, especially if you are
not afraid to die for your beliefs and for your freedom.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Brad Dexter

Mighty nice Red, mighty nice!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Justn Observer

Greg, ‘Their plans in the making’ that brought us to where we are today?
https://twitter.com/RealGeorgeWebb1/status/1538132945638199296?

s=20&t=T1WHBkf8UI-g9e7-w-4hDQ
and it appears we are again fighting the NAZI in Ukraine now?
Things in time do rhyme? America again being pushed into a war it does not want. People die
and suffer while taxpayers are forced to fund the MIC destruction and the gov’ts and investors
of weapon systems drowned in profits? Gen. Smedley Butler. “War is a racket!”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_Is_a_Racket

Reply

06/19/2022  •Roger Stamper

tks catherine greg

Reply

06/19/2022  •Marie Joy

When you’re in a war, go after the chiefs, if you can.

Reply

06/20/2022  •IIG

Did you know that 10% of the Patriots who took part in the Jan 6
election protest were veterans and active-duty members of the

military (who could have easily gone after “the chiefs” and made arrests of the
Congressional traitors for consorting with both Globalist and CCP enemies

Reply
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Congressional traitors for consorting with both Globalist and CCP enemies
against the interests of the American people) !! – this is why the Demon-rats
are running scared (and have put on a J6 show trial) – they fear their Capital
Police Force would be incapable of protecting them from the huge crowds of
armed veterans and “active-duty” members of the military – when they boldly
and unashamedly steal the 2024 election!!

06/19/2022  •Chevy Preps

Great show Greg……….keep the fight going.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Mark Holladay

Greg my bride of 38 years moved to NC deep in the mountains, we have our
metals, huge garden, meat birds, layers, deep well, and lots of land to hunt plant

and raise on. Never thought we in our 60’s would be back on a farm and loving it. Great
interview brother.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Mark for all your support!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Steve

I have listened to CAF for many years. She is great. I believe the most important
thing she said, and it’s the first time I heard her say it, is the central banks ate

going attempting to use us to take down sovereign governments for them. Meaning, how I took
that and what I believe to be true, is we are being angered intentionally in the west to the point
where we believe the only course of action is rebellion. Sadly, the only thing standing in the way
of our sovereignty and the central banks implementing a single global system of finance and
control….our criminal governments.

Reply

06/21/2022  •Robert F

Thats called checkmate…

All we can do is wait for God to checkmate them…

Reply

06/23/2022  •Steve

Robert….we don’t wait. That is what Scripture
says. We eventually get squeezed until we do

rebel, globally. At one point, we lose our faith that “God wins” and
take matters into our own hands. The pendulum then swings from
the far left, to a much further away from center right. We will fall
away from God completely, but at the same time believe we are
doing God’s work. The same evil that is intentionally presenting
itself to us daily 24/7 (bragging basically) on the left will flank us,
and that very same evil will give the right everything they have
desired since 2016. We are being tricked, deceived into
preserving this life, but at the expense of the next brother.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Jim Beam n Coke

Greg, I should have been thinking of Cliff but mostly I was thinking of the early
Christians who refused to leave their homes in Rome for a more hospitable

envitonment. I feel that when you run away from problems, you’ll likely find more painful ones
elsewhere. Every state in this nation is beautiful – esp California. Moving to a “safe”jurisdiction
doesn’t guarantee you civility, friends and/or rule of law. If God’s hand protects North Koreans,
then he’ll protect us wherever we are. God bless!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Dan

The precipice must be reached before most people are awakened. Getting
closer…

Summer, Fall, and Winter: epic times ahead.

Reply

06/19/2022  •CAJUN JAMUS

COWS IN KANSAS ??? CHECK WITH: Barnhardt.biz

Reply

06/19/2022  •VERNON TART

A prophetic word from the Rock band called Steppenwolf
Lyrics are from Monster

Once the religious, the hunted and weary
Chasing the promise of freedom and hope
Came to this country to build a new vision
Far from the reaches of Kingdom and pope

Like good Christians some would burn the witches
Later some got slaves to gather riches

But still from near and far to seek America
They came by thousands, to court the wild
But she just patiently smiled and bore a child
To be their spirit and guiding light

And once the ties with the crown had been broken
Westward in saddle and wagon it went
And till the railroad linked ocean to ocean
Many the lives which had come to an end

While we bullied, stole and bought a homeland
We began the slaughter of the red man

But still from near and far to seek America
They came by thousands to court the wild
But she just patiently smiled and bore a child
To be their spirit and guiding light

The Blue and Grey they stomped it
They kicked it just like a dog
And when the war was over
They stuffed it just like a hog

And though the past has its share of injustice
Kind was the spirit in many a way
But its protectors and friends have been sleeping
Now it’s a monster and will not obey

The spirit was freedom and justice
And its keepers seemed generous and kind
Its leaders were supposed to serve the country
But now they won’t pay it no mind
Cause the people grew fat and got lazy
Now their vote is a meaningless joke
They babble about law and order
But it’s all just an echo of what they’ve been told

Yeah, there’s a monster on the loose
It’s got our heads into the noose
And it just sits there watchin’

The cities have turned into jungles
And corruption is stranglin’ the land
The police force is watching the people
And the people just can’t understand
We don’t know how to mind our own business
‘Cause the whole world’s got to be just like us
Now we are fighting a war over there
No matter who’s the winner we can’t pay the cost

‘Cause there’s a monster on the loose
It’s got our heads into the noose
And it just sits there watchin’

America, where are you now
Don’t you care about your sons and daughters
Don’t you know we need you now
We can’t fight alone against the monster

America, where are you now
Don’t you care about your sons and daughters
Don’t you know we need you now
We can’t fight alone against the monster

America…America…America…America…

Reply

06/19/2022  •John P.

An unarmed populace are Subjects, not Citizens! FREE

Reply

06/19/2022  •NEVILLE

The intrinsic business of AAcrime is CRIME which is perfectly illustrated by
Catherine Austin Fitts, I supply the excerpt from the pre-amble above

That financial coup d’état is turning into a coup, and you are seeing a fundamental breakdown
of law and order in many places(This is a natural phenomena of an anarchistic CRIME ridden
country) . It is related to people trying to pick up assets. We see cities where crime is off the
charts, and speculators are out having a field day picking up assets with that $5 trillion.”
The financial system like the justice system is run by CRIMINALS for CRIMINALS !!!
Greg, you deserve an award for your brilliance in investigative journalism . My dad who was an
editor of 6 leading publications had a motto which was …..” If it isn’t THE TRUTH ,it ISNT
GOING TO PRESS……..COPY BOY !!!

Happy fathers day Greg and very best wishes to Catherine

Reply

06/19/2022  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Neville!

Reply

06/19/2022  •JOSEPH BOUDREAU

It’s funny… I had a conversation in the spring of 2020 with a o-worker in which I
professed that I believed the plandemic was actually a plan to kill off as many of

the elderly and disabled in order to steal the pensions / or because there is no pension money
left. My friend had CPLD. We were mandated to wear masks all day at work. I died two weeks
before Christmas 2020 as he suddenly developed a brain tumor just the month before. He
already had breathing issues. I believe the mask sped up his demise. He was also on a cocktail
of pharmaceuticals…
I despise big pharma as I was poisoned by them in infancy in late 1965. I was clearly a test
subject. My first set of teeth came out all rotted stubs, a terrible thing for any child to go through,
followed by cystic acne in my teens and 20s along with depression. I never received any
compensation. I had to learn to ‘live with it’.
Thank you, Greg for helping to raise awareness about these things. They are criminals profiting
from our misery. That is all coming to an end and soon! They will lose. We WILL WIN!
God bless you and your family.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Pat Burgoyne

CSPAN Short and SWEET!
Heated Exchange between Sen. Rand Paul & Dr. Anthony Fauci on Vaccines

and Royalties
913,317 views Jun 16, 2022 Sen. Rand Paul: “If I give you ten, or if I give a patient ten mRNA
vaccines, and they make protein each time or them make antibody each time, is that proof that
we should give ten boosters?”
Dr. Anthony Fauci: “No. I think that is somewhat of an absurd exaggeration.”
Later in the exchange,
Sen. Rand Paul: “Everybody on the vaccine committee, have any of them ever received money
from the people who make vaccines? Can you tell me that?”
Dr. Anthony Fauci: “Are you going to let me answer a question? Soundbite number one. Are
you going to let me answer a question?”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ICBBK-d-C0

Jesse Watters: Stephen Colbert employees arrested for breaching Capitol building
1,299,090 views Jun 17, 2022 Fox News host Jesse Watters and Rep. Rodney Davis provide
insight on staffers of ‘The Late Show With Stephen Colbert’ arrested at Capitol Hill on ‘Jesse
Watters Primetime.’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6m_n9ES4AE
Short and SWEET?

I will spare you all the short and sour show trial of the so called, Jan 6. Especially of the
uninformed dupes that watched any of it thinking it was anything but a show trial. 

😴

To their chagrin, when finding at the end, because there was no cross-examination allowed or
any permit of defense. There was in no way anybody could have been brought to any justice,
even if any of it was true. Because it was all a farce and they didn’t even allow or want a real
trial and those that spent the time realized, they had been had by the committee in the end,
because they lost not only their time, but they’re dime! With no truth or justice for all.
Which left a sour taste in everybody’s mouth.
Now the world is left with the narrative, that will be taken apart by those not allowed to speak in
their defense of themselves by this tyranny that every dictatorship throughout history has used
that only proves one thing. That they are the despotic ones, not the defenseless!
WE WILL NOW SEE THE TRUTH COME OUT IN THE COURT OF public OPINION! Don’t
count on Google or YouTube, to be of any part of this. There are now to many alternatives
available for the truth, justice and American way of free speech, not just the screech! 

🤐

What will be remembered of this show off trial? Of the most uttered phrase;
I THINK MR. Chairman< I THINK< I THINK< I THINK < I THUNK?
Does anybody really know what to think now, I thunk not!

🥱😴

Reply

06/19/2022  •Silvrwllwn

Catherine, would it be possible for you to outline in one of your reports, a list of
Congressmen like Mr. Massey along with congress women , Senators, and other

officials who are implementing worthwhile agendas. By describing the purpose that they are
standing for along with contact information, this might help in moving the whole “freedom”
agenda forward.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Marie Joy

During the Great Depression, of the 1930s, 10 miles on either side of highways
were raided and 5 million people starved to death in a farming country. That was

before Gates of Hell. and invertebrates walking upright.

Reply

06/19/2022  •z

Will the Tragic Fate of World Stars like Celine Dion and Justin Bieber Open the
Eyes of their Fans? Impacts of Covid-19 Vaccine

Celine Dion and Justin Bieber, same tragic destiny after Covid vaccines

Sustained by media disinformation and fake science, the mRNA vaccine was put forth as a
solution to curbing the pandemic. Amply documented, the Covid-19 Vaccine has triggered from
the outset in December 2020 an upward trend in mortality and morbidity. The evidence is
overwhelming.

National governments Worldwide Are Lying to You the People, to the populations they
purportedly serve.

Below is the incisive and outspoken article by Dr. Nicole Delépine on the tragic fate of Celine
Dion and Justin Bieber.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/will-the-tragic-fate-of-world-stars-like-celine-dion-and-justin-
bieber-open-the-eyes-of-their-fans-impacts-of-covid-19-vaccine/5783700

Reply

06/19/2022  •IIG

Many entertainers like Celine Dion have been paralyzed
following their second injection of the Clot Shot – just because

they are rich and famous doesn’t mean they have thinking brains!!

Reply

06/21/2022  •IIG

Hope Celine Dion and the hundreds of other
entertainers who’s livelihoods are now in jeopardy

“Are Suing Their Doctors” (for not informing them of the full
spectrum of dangers of “the experimental jab”)!!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •MRBEAN

i think i WORRY TOO MUCH, DON’T PRAY ENOUGH, however your site and
others have helped me be INFORMED , and while that is important, LEARNING

TO LISTEN TO GOD THE FATHER AND HIS VERY BRAVE SON , JESUS CHRIST IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN RAIN AND A WATER BARREL. THE WATER OF LIFE WILL SEE US
THRU THESE VERY BAD TIMES !! may GOD BLESS all patriots. THANK YOU SO VERY
MUCH.

Reply

06/19/2022  •BILL HUGHES

KNOW YOUR ENEMY

Dr. Klaus Schwab or: How the CFR Taught Me to Stop Worrying and Love the
Bomb

https://unlimitedhangout.com/2022/03/investigative-reports/dr-klaus-schwab-or-how-the-cfr-
taught-me-to-stop-worrying-and-love-the-bomb/

Reply

06/19/2022  •Fred Daake

If you ask any candidate or elected officeholder the solution to the FED money
disaster, the medical mafia, the injustice system, or the crooked elections, they

will not have viable answers and might not even know that there is a problem. As a result, they
yield to others who keep perpetuating the same garbage.

But there are many excellent proposals. Citizen lobbyists need to teach elected office prospects
about specific and useful proposals, rather than merely send them complaints with no viable
solutions. Citizens should also be asking their friends to run against the bad guys. In order to
succeed, we need only a small percentage of voters to take charge by searching for honorable
candidates among their list of personal friends (very important) and giving them solid, viable
proposals that will solve problems. Without that, the American empire will be just be a memory.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Fred Daake

Anti-America Republicans are tricking voters into thinking that they are getting
something that they are not. These con artists cannot be defeated because

voters have no idea who they are getting. The best solution is to vote for a Democrat rather
than an anti-America Republican. Then there will be an open slot for a new Republican
candidate.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Judy

My husband and I decided this was an excellent time to start learning the health
benefits that go along with Dr Jason Fung’s videos on Intermittent Fasting. Our

grocery bill has been cut in half. It is not true that we need three meals a day. Since the
beginning of our experiment
My husband has been able to stop taking all his Big Pharma medicine. He feels perfectly fine…
his glucose numbers are down well within normal and we gave up all carbs and sugar. We have
one day a week we call eat what we want Sunday . Just think how much money we save by
eating a small Brunch and a regular Meat and Salad dinner.

Reply

06/22/2022  •JayJay

Judy–I’m also Judy. I read yesterday that if one stays clear of
sweets and sugary foods that within a few days the body only

needs one meal and a great way to lose weight.
I am interested in losing 10 lbs. so today I started staying clear of sweets and
sugar.
Pray for me.
I feel so much better without 10 extra lbs. to lug around.
I am widowed since 2020 and do all that is needed around here…everything!!!

Reply

06/23/2022  •Greg Hunter

Just said a prayer for you Judy. Good luck!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Marie Joy

I think Trump and his people are working behind the scenes to Drain The
Swamp or, at least, give us a chance.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Fred Daake

A comment that I have made in the past is that the only solution to preventing
more damage by the FED is to let everything go bankrupt and then start all over.

A quick bankruptcy would be better than a slow drain of citizen resources that eliminate
everything and leave nothing to rebuild.

Now I’ve learned that citizens do not have to start all over from scratch after a bankruptcy. Why
not go bankrupt in a way where the money changers crash into oblivion and all wealth
production and profits are shifted back to the citizens? Citizens could then rebuild their own
resources and thereby, rebuild America.

As it stands now, government incentives are based on increasing a persons wealth with fake
money – regardless of the goods produced in society. But if the fake money system is allowed
to crash via a re-structure of government incentives, those financial incentives could then be
directed toward those who actually produce tangible goods and services. This is sort of a hybrid
between Von Mises and LaRouch. It is a simple idea that can be easily to taught to open
minded candidates, as they are recruited to run.

You can read more about this at Harley Schlanger Blog:
https://laroucheorganization.com/presenter/harley-schlanger

Reply

06/19/2022  •Richard Westwell

Get busy living or get busy dying. Choice is yours.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Chris

How can I send an email to Catherine Austin Fitts? I do not use the social apps.
I have questions for her and I would like Greg Hunter to respond to my questions

also.
This forum is not sufficient in space, and some of the information I may provide I would not want
disclosed in a public forum.
Thank you

Reply

06/19/2022  •Robert says no

What is the written name of that German doctor that Greg mentioned numerous
times in this broadcast with CAF? I tried to find that doctors comments on lnp

technologies but I don’t think I’m pronouncing or spelling his name correctly. It sounds like Sujit
Berotni. Thanks in advance.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Greg Hunter

Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi

Reply

06/19/2022  •Southern Girl

WOW!! What a great interview!! She is one smart lady. A lot of the times she is
over my head, but this one was right up my alley.

When she mentioned about the people buying soft drinks a light bulb went off in my head. Still
have migraines, they are hereditary from my mom’s side. I was so stressed-out teaching high
school and being threatened by the students my headaches kicked into high gear. Solution!
chiropractor told me I had food allergies. Things I used to eat cannot anymore, i.e. peanut
butter, cashews, pine nuts, NO CAFFINE. So in the early 1990’s I got off all soft drinks, tea
(decaffeinated or not) , I might have a cup of coffee maybe 6 times a year. My coffee maker is
still on the shelf out in the garage. Wow how much money have I saved, but more important
from what I can glean is that your body cannot process the corn syrup in the drinks…..obesity
sets in. I have a way healthier body then my other siblings, who most drink soft drinks. I have to
laugh when my sister drinks ZERO!! It still has artificial sweeteners…they oxidize into
formaldehyde when ingested. I drink WATER WITH LEMON!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •ken

Catherine says “this is war”. Can’t be! In a war there are two or more sides
attacking each other. This war seems a bit one sided. The Fed and gov attack,

attack, attack and the People… complain.

The gov destroys food plants,,, farmers,,, kill tens of thousands of cattle,,, take down mfg
plants,,, refineries,,, and the People …complain.

The gov has eviscerated the constitution, freedom, justice, and the People… complain.

The story going around is that Americans are suffering from the high cost of gas. Yesterday, out
and about on a fuel efficient motorcycle the traffic was the heaviest I have ever seen. Speeds
on the interstate down to 35 and having to stop many times… no wreaks of breakdowns, just
heavy traffic. Gas price is $4.70. Restaurants overflowing,,, 20 or more waiting,,, Mall
saturated,,, small businesses saturated. All were walking around smiling so apparently most are
happy in this war.

It appears at this juncture Americans could care less about the government attacks on their
living standard. We will have to wait to see where they draw the line and do more than complain
and no,,, voting will not work. That’s been corrupted as well and Americans… complain.

Reply

06/19/2022  •C. Marzella

Ever notice that almost every negative event we experience benefits the
Democrat’s agenda. Whenever they have a bill fail, an event occurs to reinforce

the need for that bill. Whether it’s a virus, bad weather, an active shooter, or high fuel prices,
they always seem to have a solution ready which limits or removes out freedoms or liberties.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Jim Hall

I just read an comment about Tennessee. It’s a beautiful state and also the home

Reply
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I just read an comment about Tennessee. It’s a beautiful state and also the home
of Elvis Presley. Greg pointed out that his ascension to fame was responsible for

RCA recovering after the Great Depression. It also provided the funding to develop the RCA
color television. I have only heard this from one other person and he was a very successful
investor who owned a good deal of RCA stock. This is a different world than the one I was born
in.

06/19/2022  •Davo

As always, thank you Greg.
Viva la USAwatchdog.com

Reply

06/19/2022  •JUDITH

Lately I haven’t been able to find the link to your matching videos to your article.
I’m going to have to quit going to your site if I can’t watch the interviews. Please

advise.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Greg Hunter

Judith, scroll down to the bottom of the article & click on the
“Read More” button. The interview will then open up in its

entirety with the video inset. Click on the video to watch.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Marius

Hi Greg,

Thank you for another great interview.

With regard to the pensions or damages claims, you are spot on.

That is what happened in a case in Zimbabwe, which have been published in the online law
reports: https://zimlii.org/zw/judgment/harare-high-court/2009/33

That shows the legal principle of Nominalism, which is the norm in the common law of Western
States with similar systems to our own (South African Law). Thus in Humphrey (1962) 272 US
517 at 519 the United States Supreme Court said:
“An obligation in terms of the currency of a country takes the risk of currency fluctuations and
whether creditor or debtor profits by the change the law takes no account of it. Obviously in fact
a dollar or a mark may have different values at different times, but to the law that established it
is always the same. If the debt had been due here and the value of dollars had dropped before
suit was brought the plaintiff could recover no more dollars on that account.”

This law is not common knowledge and this will catch many unaware to their detriment.

In South Africa it is simple to purchase gold coin to hold for the long term as a hedge against
inflation, currency depreciation and a crazy government. The effects of which is shown in the
numbers in Rand terms starting at about ZAR 1000 in 1992 then in 2012 to about ZAR 15000,
and now in 2022 at about ZAR 30000, the spot price being ZAR 29500 (including a premium of
ZAR 500 ). Silver coin can also be bought if and when available. At this point in the shorter
term, in ZAR gold has shown an annual gain of 15,9% year on year. That is much better than
the 3,5% interest paid by the South African Banks on deposit against a published inflation rate
of 4.9%.

Needless to say our fuel prices (which are taxed to the hilt by the government) are at all time
highs which has a devastating effect on the economy and on people’s every day lives as basic
living expenses reach new highs.

This may give you and other followers an idea of the effect of a devaluing currency, high levels
of inflation and a government implementing Marxist policies, and a high crime rate, that is what
we are living with in South Africa.

As pointed out there are Capital Gains Tax implications and the Revenue Service do keep tabs
on this. It is not wise to ignore this as they do wield tremendous power to come after people
who avoid paying their due taxes.

Do keep up the good work and may God bless you and your family.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Marius for your Blessings & support.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Harold

Never forget that TraitorTrump was the one who began the final takedown of
America…

TRUMP 2024: Make Treason Great Again!

Reply

06/19/2022  •MC

A lot of us make an assessment of God by how we perceive events of the day
and, more immediately, as related to oneself. We then compare this (our

begotten familiarity) with some ideal or expectation to which we are, to a greater or lesser
extent, beholden. And, consequently, from this flows our emotional state of being. Ultimately,
how one feels about oneself determines how one thinks about God.

But the sage takes a different path, which is the road less traveled. This way is perhaps best
expressed by the humble prayer of St. Francis.

Reply

06/19/2022  •W D

Please have CAF to comment on her greenhouse, Thanks

Reply

06/19/2022  •Nancy McDaniel

Your guest is wrong about one thing. She said “con con constitutional
convention” is something we don’t want which is correct. But she is confusing a

“constitutional convention” with Article V of the constitution which is a CONVENTION OF
STATES. These are NOT THE SAME THING. Senator Tom Coburn of Oklahoma “Dr No”
devoted his last years promoting and educating millions about it. Maybe she should educate
herself about it. Among the thousends in agreement are Charlie Kirk, Ben Carson, Rick Green,
Mark Levin, Hannity, Pete Hegseth, Col. Allen West. Rick Santorum and 19 states to date. IT IS
THE ONLY WAY FORWARD to stop the illegal tyrannical unconstitutional FEDERAL
government and put the power back in THE STATES WERE IT LAWFULLY BELONGS.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Fred Daake

Nancy –
You are right on! An Article V Convention of States is an

excellent way to make permanent changes in the crashing direction of our
country. I support Article V, but I do not have any delusions about getting 2/3rd
of the states to approve anything. For that reason, along with promoting an
Article V convention, we must also promote an evangelical convention in each
of our hearts. In another words, this is a job for each one of us to find open
minded, moral, and America First candidates and teach them about the need
and solution for each circumstance that is destroying America.

Reply

06/19/2022  •j harry duggan

I love Catherine A Fitts. Really! Don’t you? This brilliant, accomplished woman
has stood against the absolute tyranny of this and a sequel of equally unjust US

Federal, Inc. governments, that have declared war on our American people which it ostensibly
exists to protect.
Why do I say it’s an absolute tyranny? Absolute? Am I joking you might ask? Absolutely not!
First this present Federal government(a US private corporation not the public states based one
we started with after the War for Independence) is murdering us, including our children and
displacing us with aliens. Our criminal leaders and criminal pharma allies have payed our once
trusted journalists and medical doctors to hide in forests of lies, half truths, and deceptions, and
have used bio weapons, including COVID, COVID vaccines to kill millions of our friends and our
families secretly. Doubt that? Don’t. Many funeral directors are telling us about the huge
increases in death!
Second our leaders are in the process of stealing everything we have earned, our parents have
earned, our ancestors have provided for us via the GREAT RESET — a gob of balderdash
raved about by a old, decrepit post Nazi mush-brained Rothschild descendant and his weak
minded minions. It is obvious who they are: intellectual and political farts such as Macron, the
Canadian Fidelito, and British Boris.
This issue is urgent, so to the point! I think it’s time to let ’em know we’re here folks, and that
we, a free people are taking them to battle and will not be slaves. There are many paths to this
goal, but one that has been proven is http://www.annavonreiz.com, the on-line home of a legal
genius Alaskan grandmother and creator of the Assembly of States movement.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Rio

Mr. Hunter (Greg) Much respect for you. It doesn’t get any better for a broadcast
than you, and Catherine Austin Fitts! Thank you.

There’s something that I’d like you to think about.
I am from 4 generations of farm family.
Born and raised on a farm in Iowa, moved to Nebraska later in life, and then moved to
Colorado, recently moved back to NE when the “pandemic” happened. I’ve been around the
corn row a few times if you know what I mean:) So, what I’ve seen over the years has started to
make me question what (IS) going on. Often times there are multiple levels to the attacks that
we suffer. I’ve been reading a lot lately about the amount of farms and farmlands that have
been gobbled up across the country. I started reporting on, and circulating flyers around the
area about the government’s ’30×30 program that has been buying up massive swaths of
acreage everywhere. They have since changed the name of the program to something that
makes it seem like it’s a good thing. I can’t remember what it is right now, but, I will find it and
send it to you. Okay, so, recently my guy and I had to take a trip across the countryside to see
my Aunt who lives in a small town in the middle of Iowa. I’ve traveled across many of the states
surrounding over the years and of course my old home state of Iowa. It was while we were on
this recent trip that something started to gnaw at me and then I realized what it was. Where in
the past (say about 20 years ago) when you drove across Iowa; you would see field after field
of corn, soybeans, sometimes wheat, and then of course hay/alfalfa /sorghum. Ok? NOW,
those fields are few and far between. There were literally miles before we saw them again.
Mostly fields that have been left to wild. (don’t get me wrong, I love me a lovely field of prairie.
BUT, what hit me was something that made me shiver. The realization that there’s a very good
likelihood that we NO LONGER have enough land in farm/ranch production to meet the needs
of the people here in the US.
With that I began to think; wow, if there’s not enough food production to cover what we need,
not enough for export, what the hell are we doing? It occurred to me that the way to cover up
the fact that we don’t have enough food because they have purposely removed the land from
the equation/ but, don’t want the people to know that we won’t have enough food etc. because
they have taken the majority away. So, what they are doing seems to have multiple reasons,
but, what is even scarier is the fact that they are continuing to gobble up the land, AND, I
believe that they are deliberately causing catastrophes to push the farmers and ranchers out of
business to grab the rest of the land. To the point that people will be completely dependent on
them for any of our food. Centralized food production (if you will) Of course we have the likes of
Gates and foreign investors buying up land left and right; but, most don’t have any idea that the
largest buyer of our farms and farmlands is our own government! The (30×30) plan is being
touted as conservation to ensure that 30% of lands in the US are placed into conservation
temporarily. But, if a farmer agrees to it; they no longer will have say about their farmland and it
can remain in the program indefinitely. What it amounts to is a massive federal land grab. That
and they are taking land for their “carbon sequestration zone”. It’s being called the ‘Global deal
for Nature’. (part of the Agenda2030?)

The kicker is- that it has already been done for decades-right under people’s noses so that they
can’t do anything about it. There’s no way that the general public would know that there’s
considerably less land in production. Unless you are in the know, you wouldn’t know; and, even
if you are, you wouldn’t know from state to state. They don’t allow for the real stats on farmland
production to be made known. (that’s my opinion)

Most people don’t know, and won’t know until there’s no food. WE DON’T HAVE ENOUGH
LAND IN PRODUCTION TO MEET OUR NEEDS? WHAT HAVE THEY DONE? DID THEY
EXPECT THERE WOULD BE FAR FEWER PEOPLE =To FEED?

Reply

06/19/2022  •Sylvia in WA

The story about the Indonesian Bonds droping in value, thus foreseeing the
tsunami. Somebody caused this disaster killing those people ….. making money

from destroying people’s lives. That is pure evil. Now the killing of animals and people who took
the jab.
It’s al the same. Murder. She uses the words coup and coup de ta. Not sure what this means.
Guess I never took part in anything like that,
The interview was good but seemed to cover too much territoryl

Reply

06/19/2022  •William T Westenberger

Being a disabled Veteran I expect to be either starved to death or shot or both
before this really degenerates to a revolutionary setting. The future depends on

our Savior to save those who believe.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Delmar Jackson

Hello Greg, can I give you an encouraging thought?
I am in South Florida and got my concealed carry permit a couple of years ago.

Everyone in my gun class including the instructor and all of the people who worked in the office
where I got my license including all of the people in the waiting room waiting to get their license
except for one other person I would have to describe as someone I would assume was a
Democrat. Let me tell you, once a person purchases a firearm and goes through a class to get
their license and they take ownership of that firearm they no longer vote the same way. If a
Democrat owns a gun they may vote for a Democrat. If a Democrat owns a gun they will not
vote for Democrat that wants to take their gun. Stay strong my friend. By the way, I am a
Democrat myself

Reply

06/19/2022  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Delmar for sharing in FL.

Reply

06/19/2022  •MC

they oughta call him, Teabag Trump.

Covid-19 vaccination BNT162b2 temporarily impairs semen concentration and
total motile count among semen donors
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/andr.13209

Reply

06/19/2022  •Sean

Greg, …. I’ve watched your interviews for 12 years. It took Catherine the first 6
years to get on the same conclusion you and bill holter have summarized which

presents itself more today. She isnt my “go to” on what is in the future but she has been
accurate in the short to medium.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Merry Piper

Greg: You and Catherine Austin Fitts are an outstanding duo. I really don’t know
how to thank you both. God bless.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Merry for all your Blessings & support!

Reply

06/19/2022  •WALTER BAUMGARTEN

Catherine is wonderful Greg, thank you so much for always having her on. I
watched the Infertility video and Catherine is right, it is disgustingly sad and

criminal. Do Black Lives really matter? Apparently not the Africans and where exactly is the
outrage? I would like to nominate Bend Over Bill Gates as the world’s official number one racist,
and a genocidal one at that. This is disgusting, but kudos to you for bringing it to the world’s
attention. I hope that millions see it and get up off of their dead and dying asses and do
something about not only this, but tall of the depopulation agendas being carried out against us
all right now. God bless you and Catherine.

Reply

06/19/2022  •cheryl

What an EXCELLENT interview with Catherine. Love your interviews, but this
one was especially good. Thanks so much for speaking the truth

Reply

06/19/2022  •M Sansone

At 4:50, the VIX has not been at “98 for the last year”.

https://www.google.com/finance/quote/VIX:INDEXCBOE?
sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiesdqm2br4AhVkEEQIHRWlAlEQ3ecFegQIJhAg&window=YTD

Reply

06/19/2022  •Randy Hitt

Great article. I agree with KAF 100%
Much of the same way the giant corporations have been fleecing small ‘under

capitalized’ businesses every controlled bust cycle.

The cycle starts with easy money loans and businesses take the bait. The business then uses
the capital to create wealth and a growing economy is enjoyed by all.

Then the printing presses for new loans go silent. Then the old money waits for the under
capitalized business to run out of money and then they step in and buy the company or it’s
assets for pennies on the dollar.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Raged 64

Greg,
For those who follow your work and are Jesus’ followers, I wonder if they see the

unique time in which we are living and how it closely parallels the first three and a half years of
the final seven years before Jesus returns.
In the first three and a half years, scripture says that 1/4 of the earth’s population will die from
sword (war), famine, and pestilence (disease). While I am sure there have been numerous
periods throughout history where these three were prevalent, I don’t believe they would have
been so on a worldwide scale as they are now.
Many believe we have inched closer to a “hot” war with Russia in the last year. I am in my late
fifties and do not remember food shortages being an issue if even mentioned here in the states
before now outside of the great depression. Now, we have a world full of billions of people with
compromised immune systems that are very susceptible to another virus.
These are all concerning in and of themselves. However, the arrogance of people today
flaunting their perversion and demanding that children be indoctrinated with such garbage… I
can’t imagine we continue much longer as a culture without bringing wrath and judgment on
ourselves.
I overheard a conversation at the start of June between two elderly friends of mine:
The first gentleman said, “I saw on TV where June is ‘pride’ month.” The second man said with
a very somber tone, “Pride cometh before the fall.”

Reply

06/19/2022  •Justn Observer

Greg, Happy Father’s Day….all !
Interview was a clear big picture view as others commented…Thanks to you and

CAF.
Easy first steps would be for people to transfer at least part of their checking and saving etc into
local credit unions and be the first to draw out some cash for such times to help keep
transactions local. Also use and support local meat and farm co-ops and production and
processing best one can to increase local food supply best one can even if its only seasonally.
What we are facing is not as simplistic as the narratives being pushed…and seems ‘they’ really
do not want people to see or think to clearly for themselves, but become more dependent and
less resilient so ‘they’ can and will have better control over the people….some good points
made herein =
“Something global is emerging and the elements are very much entwined.”- Pope Francis =
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCwxOKgkIGo

A Warning From A Farmer =
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2FGMg88YsU

@9:20 = https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZEz7P9irGk

HINT: A great Fathers Day present any gadget guy might like….
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAVwYIvmNEM

Reply

06/19/2022  •J Harry Duggan

Americans are a band of brothers and sisters, of friends and families. Let us join
together again to resist oppression and to live in freedom. We can do this. anna

annavonsreitz.com. assembly of american states.

Reply

06/19/2022  •Farmer Ron

Great work Greg! Love the way you interact with Queen CAF. Kudos !
Just got this update on the Pfizer whistle blower court case…..

Viva frei is a Canadian lawyer working in concert with an American lawyer …. discussing the
latest Pfizer fraud admission in court…. only two min long….
Give a listen ( on rumble) …. mind blowing stuff!

https://rumble.com/v18ie08-attorney-robert-barnes-who-represents-brook-jacksons-case-
against-pfizer.html

Brook Jackson is the Pfizer whistleblower. Her attorney, Robert Barnes, says that Brook
Jackson exposed the fact that the Pfizer clinical trial was riddled with errors and fraudulent and
false certifications to the US government.

Pfizer’s defense presented in court is that the FDA knew about the fraud and was in on it,
therefore, there isn’t any fraud. ( you can’t make this stuff up).

In short, he basically said that in a court proceeding Pfizer admitted things were fraudulent.

Farmer Ron
Canada

Reply

06/22/2022  •IIG

Mind blowing stuff – it’s like going to see Doctor Frank and you
get Doctor Stein – between the two of them Frank and Stein

“you” are made into the Monster for exposing their experimental errors –
because they are working with Abby “normal” brains!!

Reply

06/19/2022  •Bill Albano

Henry KISS-MY ASS-INGER, ZIO SOB none too soon to fall out of his
wheelchair on his way to hell quote from a speech to the WHO, Council on

Eugenics, February 25, 2009.

“Once the herd accepts mandatory vaccinations, It’s GAME OVER. They will accept anything…
Forcible blood or organ donation…”For the greater good”…We can genetically modify and
sterilize them…”For the greater good”…Control sheep and you control the herd. Vaccine
makers stand to make billions. And many of you in this room are investors. It’s a big win/win.
We thin the herd, and the herd pays for extermination services.” Henry KISS-MY ASS-INGER

Reply

06/20/2022  •Maria das Santos

Thanks Mr Hunter and Dr Austin Fitts always enlightening and
disturbing,particularly the change in technology that Cath eludes to.

Still, reality of bio-tech and the hijacking of others work,
https://iceni.substack.com/p/modernas-mrna-mystery?s=r

Reply

06/20/2022  •sk

A water molecule is and remains a water molecule! Two hydrogens and one
oxygen. Same size now and always. Mother nature is more powerful than the

putative elites.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Kosslowski

Important for all Americans as well for the rest of the world:
Gonzalo Lira says Ukraine totally got it’s butt kicked, that man for man they were

probably better than the American army, that America can’t match Russia on the battlefield, that
America will provoke Russia to attack Lithuania by shutting down a critical rail route and as a
result of that and losing on the actual battlefield, America will nuke Russia.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQB7uWuWpBw

Reply

06/20/2022  •Justn Observer

Greg, Some serious as a heart attack commentary on John B. Wells discusses
this article =

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/06/the_communist_plot_behind_school_shootin
gs.html
followed with X military Generals as to the dire state of the situation of the nation in this Ark
Midnight (June 18, 2022) =
https://vokalnow.com/video/5036
@23:00 Gen. McInereny warns a new lockdown is planned in 5 days?
many other important issues by
@45:00 Gen. Vallely, on the stolen election and the new WOK military
@1:08:40 Jack Masey on ‘the darkside of what is on THE LAPTOP’and other scary finds that
Switzerland and their banks being threatened to give up their neutrality and sovereignty? so
shocking the extent of the world criminality and corruption!
@1:30:00 Col. Sellin Ph’d = on to retore the U.S. Constitution the American oligarchy must be
overthrown and explains why DJT had to be taken down to protect ‘their’ interests and plans.
@ 1:54:00 Mary Fanning on the global insider cabal’s Build Back Better is for after they destroy
the U.S.
Ends with a quantum prayer to Jesus Christ,,,

Reply

06/20/2022  •Carl

Hi Greg
December 29 2021 my brother got his booster shot so he had three ( vaccines )

He died last Tuesday . He was 61 , I tried to tell him and pleaded with him
To please not take the ( vaccine) He would not listen and said to me
If what you say is true …if I die know that I love you . The real problem
Is now if he really knew he would die and had been deceived he could join the
Fight but he cannot because now he is Dead .

Reply

06/20/2022  •Greg Hunter

Carl,
So sorry for you losing your brother. Thanks for reporting it

here!!
Greg

Reply
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06/20/2022  •Ze

It seems we’re all John Dutton now.

Thank you Greg for all you do.
God bless you.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Ze for your Blessings & support!

Reply

06/20/2022  •PAUL

The future scenario is USA past history of 1776. You can be assured of this.

USA largest national guard facility
Located in grayling Michigan is poised to over double in size. They have been training national
and international forces for years.

https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2022/06/20/national-guard-camp-grayling-
training-center-expansion-dnr/7661094001/

Paul from arkansas

Reply

06/20/2022  •Pam

They stole the monies out of retirement savings. Next step lower life expectancy.
Thus, covid.

So listen to this….Maria Zeee interview……….1.27 minutes and worth the listen……….
Dr. Lee Merritt – Targeted DNA Harvesting & Damage, De-Population, Globalists IMMUNE,
Repairing DNA
https://zeeemedia.com/interview/dr-lee-merritt-targeted-dna-harvesting-damage-de-population-
globalists-immune-repairing-dna/

Reply

06/20/2022  •Rich R

Great interview, mind blowing. Thanks Greg and Catherine. Silver is selling for
as much as $56 a 90% coin. And yet spot price is $22 and ounce.

https://www.apmex.com/product/167/1878-1904-morgan-silver-dollar-bu-random-year

Reply

06/20/2022  •Marie Joy

Run for the school board in your town, please.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Pam

Interview this Katherine McBean…….She has a blueprint for starting local and
bringing knowledgeable people together creating the communities we need to

survive through this chaotic eruption we are experiencing now.
Interview with Katherine McBean of the People’s Health Alliance……….40 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCfpoJpcLAo

Reply

06/20/2022  •Rodster

In the event this has not been mentioned, the Medical Board is in the process of
revoking the Medical License of Dr. Peter McCullough and they have just added

Dr. Pierre Kory to the list.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/they-are-trying-to-revoke-dr-pierre

Reply

06/20/2022  •Self Exiled

Next such people will be jailed/imprisoned. By a medical
industrial complex incorporated government; a division of the

Pharmaceutical industrial corporation run by a global government established
by our present bought and paid for political sociopaths. These corporate lead
governance bodies: the law arbitrators are now also legal enforcers of their own
illegal systems. The legal bodies we once knew no longer exist. We think we
are winning. Your comment shows the path they will continue to herd us down.
Tightning the noose.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Rodster

Gerald Celente properly refers to the
Establishment as a “Crime Syndicate”. That’s what

we are dealing with around the world, crime syndicates posing as
governments.

Reply

06/21/2022  •Self Exiled

”crime syndicates posing as
governments.” exactly, better said.

Reply

06/20/2022  •War Monger

“Western elites are responsible for inflation and supply chain shortages”
Russian President Vladimir Putin speech from March 16th 2022.

https://banned.video/watch?id=6238ba3fdfa4f00e1de6dd32

White House moves to strangle U.S. of ammunition supply for the civilian market:

https://www.nraila.org/articles/20220616/treachery-white-house-moves-to-strangle-us-
ammunition-supply

“In every stage of these Oppression’s We have Petitioned for Redress in the most humble
terms: Our repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated injury. A Prince, whose
character is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free
people.”

https://www.ushistory.org/declaration//document/index.html

Reply

06/21/2022  •PersonaNonGrata

WM
Many thanks for the link to Putin’s address to the nation.

Extremely informative. Shame we in the ‘collective west’ have mere puppets /
minions as our pre-selected ‘leaders’.
Here’s the link again – for those who overlooked it . . .

https://banned.video/watch?id=6238ba3fdfa4f00e1de6dd32

Reply

06/20/2022  •Self Exiled

Doctor Lee merit ties it all together, organizes the covid plot.

https://zeeemedia.com/interview/dr-lee-merritt-targeted-dna-harvesting-damage-
de-population-globalists-immune-repairing-dna/

Reply

06/20/2022  •Rob

Greg,
For the first time in over 7 years, I am unable to watch your videos in their

entirety.
The stream will only give me a few seconds and stop, a few seconds and stop.
Regardless of browser and regardless of PC, it doesnt work.

However, on the same network, I can get a livestream on my mobile device uninterrupted.
Please pass along to those at Rumble, im sure they well know.

Im so sad not to be able to enjoy your content anymore.

God Bless Always

Reply

06/20/2022  •Self Exiled

Nero brain interface technology, MK Ultra on steroids. Elon Musk has said that
Neuralink, his brain-interface technology company, hopes to start implanting its

microchips in humans next year. The ultimate human controller; is this why we need self-
assembling nanobots injected into us.

Reply

06/20/2022  •virginia clark

I wish you could talk CAF into a part 2. Love, love, love this woman. When she
speaks, you listen

She made a comment that struck me like lightning. You mentioned the statistics on the amount
of democrats that have been shot as opposed to republican/conservatives. Her response was
that the illegals are being brought in to replace them. Holy cow, that’s what they are doing. They
will have a compliant, dedicated, subservient class for the next 2 to 3 generations. And notice
how none of them have been forced to get the shot? I think we are looking at suicide bombers,
illegals doing mass shootings, crimes, murder etc. and the regime will welcome it as long as it
gets rid of Americans.

Reply

06/21/2022  •Rodster

The thing is, that every Empire has its day in the sun and
eventually flames out. History proves that and the US will be NO

exception. A good article was recently written about this.

“The Twilight of Empire. https://www.ecosophia.net/the-twilight-of-empire/

Reply

06/22/2022  •PersonaNonGrata

Hi Rodster,
Enjoyed the article – thanks for the link.

Reply

06/20/2022  •Bible Reader

https://rumble.com/v18s66i-bombshell-dr.-clare-craig-exposes-how-pfizer-
twisted-their-clinical-trial-d.html

BOMBSHELL: Dr. Clare Craig Exposes How Pfizer Twisted Their Clinical Trial Data for Young
Children
Chief Nerd Published June 17, 2022 81,906 Views

Reply

06/20/2022  •Bible Reader

https://www.bitchute.com/video/xNJMhY1ULyfx/

ZANDRE BOTHA: POST COVID JAB PROTOCOL’S – BLOOD BEFORE AND
AFTER

First published at 15:06 UTC on June 20th, 2022.
#BLOODCLOTS #HEALTH #PROTOCOLS

SixthSense

⫸Doctor Zandre Botha⫷: https://www.drzandrebotha.com/

Doctor Zandre Botha is in South Africa. She’s seen a whole host of negative symptoms in her
‘vaccinated’ patients: Blood clots, arthritis flair-ups, hypertension, heart attacks, and worst of all,
metastatic cancer in vaccinated patients who were previously in remission.

But Doctor Botha says there are reasons to be optimistic. She believes she may have
developed a therapy that can improve her patients’ clotting blood.

Post Covid Jab Supplement Guide – Dr. Zandré Botha:
https://odysee.com/@SixthSense-Truth-Search-Labs:0/post-covid-jab-supplement-guide:1

Reply

06/20/2022  •PAUL

Make the pledge watchdoggers
No more Tyranny

No WHO control
No UN control
Never give up guns
Never stop resisting
Educate the unaware
Until your last breath

Paul from arkansas

Reply

06/20/2022  •Jerry

Greg,
I’m developing the theory that the globalist have decided to go with the “

scorched earth “ policy to use food as a weapon to kill us all.
I’ve noticed that the past two weeks the sky’s are clear. There has been no spraying. High
temperatures and lack of rain will effect crop production this fall. Unless you have an irrigation
system the crops are going to burn. And there’s this. I’m hearing the government is again on a
food buying spree, to add to these warehouses.
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/06/27/483069862/inside-a-secret-government-
warehouse-prepped-for-health-catastrophes

First they burn down the meat processing plants and now it looks like they’re after the crops.
July will be the month we know for sure.
If the corn is not belt high, it’s going to get nasty this fall when lack of food will drive up cost
even more. What are you hearing.

Reply

06/20/2022  •z

https://medicalkidnap.com/2022/06/20/waiting-in-line-for-hours-to-withdraw-
funds-bank-runs-increase-in-china-as-bank-issued-digital-currency-use-expands/

Bank run china. EVERGRANDE ?

China’s CBDC is referred to as a “digital yuan,” or e-CNY, and it is issued by the People’s Bank
of China (PBOC).

Digital money china

Reply

06/20/2022  •wayne hardin

When there has to be a debate about what a woman is you know reality is gone .

Reprobate minds abound .

Wayne Hardin .

Reply

06/23/2022  •Paul from Indiana

The “debate” is not the problem. The fact that 50% of “us” see
the need or want to take up the debate is the problem. Separate

or die. Best always. PM

Reply

06/24/2022  •wayne hardin

NO the problem is there is NO debate in the true
or real world .

And i don’t see people brave enough to stand on that truth .
Most parents are scared to tell their own kids it is wrong .

PS
If there in only 50% that thinks it is wrong that just proves the
point .
Reprobate minds abound .

Wayne Hardin

Reply

06/21/2022  •Harvey

Her personal stories while working in gov was enlightening and her intelligence
is remarkable but it feels like over time she is out of touch with too many things

and selling too much evil and go to my website as the answer.

The dead cattle story cause was so completely wrong.
‘
I also wish she would treat Greg with a little more respect like his other guests do.

Reply

06/21/2022  •Eli

Great discussion amazing woman Greg, your show is just wonderful! God Bless!

🙏😊☦👍

Reply

06/21/2022  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Eli for all your Blessings & support, I need them!

Reply

06/21/2022  •Rodster

You do an amazing job Greg as a one man band.
Keep it going, we need you and your website.

Reply

06/21/2022  •Self Exiled

Is this the beginning of the demise?????? Also, bank runs in China.

Bank of Japan Spends A Record $81 Billion To Avert Collapse, But $10 Trillion
JGB Market Is Now Completely Broken

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bank-japan-spends-record-81-billion-avert-collapse-10-
trillion-jgb-market-now-completely
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06/21/2022  •Don

Caleb Swanigan NBA STAR dead at age 25 ruled natural causes . ?

Reply

06/21/2022  •Culling McComing

Generals Patton, MacArthur, and J Edgar Hoover would never of allowed this
shht to happen.

USA today is like a queequee version of Stalinist Russia. [I invented a new word there;
queequee is as quee as quee can be!!] All that is missing are perpetual empty store shelves
and 70+% unemployment, we already have the boot against our throats and perpetual pick-
pocketing stealing of of our earnings as taxation and fees, from our actual hard labor!

Instead of a nation of strong working 20 to 40 year old adults that accept responsibility, my
nation now is being run by a bunch of adults that act like two year olds, that claim they aren’t
what they are, and demand that we all play pretend or else “you da racist” or “you da’
homophobe”.
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06/21/2022  •ken e weberg

Greg , As a Vietnam vet their practise was agent orange. Once in no way out
and no cure. By the Grace of GOD I have survived years past my expiration

date. When will the lemmings wake up . If ever. Sorry to sound so negative but this crap is
finally winning. That said it will be a cold day before they inject my living body with their mRNA,
Hydrogel cocktail. Fool me once as they say. Thanks for another great interview, evil is truly out
and about. Prep, PRAY and try to stay out of the way
Ken

Reply

06/22/2022  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Ken for your service. We pray for your divine
healing. Greg

Reply

06/21/2022  •Jc Davis

If YOU cant afford to buy gas YOU are in rescission. Dog eat dog

Reply

06/22/2022  •J. Loughran

Good thing we (those who have had the social contract torn up)
can’t employ police? Business opportunity?

Reply

06/22/2022  •J. Loughran

Hopefully, we will rub shoulders together again on the way and to work and in
doing so we will make the difficult ride more comfortable for all by being a little

more gentil.
I remember the boss and pastor that argued for dress down Friday and Sunday, respectively.
Never made sense to those who dressed their best in respect for the image of God and the
presence of God. Interesting to reflect on how many leaders did not and do not believe, and
even more interesting to reflect upon our quick willingness to follow.

Reply

06/22/2022  •Dactylic Prosody

Greg, I got to thank you for having an open mind in allowing within reason the
comments from all sides. Not just the left, center, and right, but actual

conservatism — from those forgotten successful ones that are too busy working and paying the
taxes, too busy to become 24/7 woke professional complainers and victim class patheticrats.
The ones that got where they are on MERIT, PERSEVERANCE and HARD WORK alone, not a
government gimmie based on their victim status, race or their sexual confusion-choice.

The 24/7, freakshow, American-hating, complainers…. Who is paying for their food, housing,
medical, bail and fines, tampoons for boys, and dope supply for the millions of online
professional full time complainers? They certainly have never “punched a time clock” and
actually cashed an actual pay check that was earned by actual labor. ACTUAL — actual is the
word that is missing from this PRETEND GENERATION.

Reply

06/22/2022  •Pam

I’m sorry…………His guy is a widget………..one whose name is unknown or
unspecified. Unfortunately we know him as Brandon……….Unknown in the

respect we never know what he’s going to do next…………Now he wants to bring down the
nicotine in cigarettes but he’s pushing crack pipes??………………WHAT??? He’s a flipping you
know what………

Reply

06/22/2022  •z

NBA First-Round Draft Pick and Purdue Basketball Star Caleb Swanigan Dead
at 25

Purdue basketball player Caleb Swanigan has died of natural causes at the young age of 25,
according to reports.

https://www.breitbart.com/sports/2022/06/22/nba-first-round-draft-pick-and-purdue-basketball-
star-caleb-swanigan-dead-at-25/

Reply

06/22/2022  •z

Ravens Linebacker Jaylon Ferguson Dead at 26

Baltimore Ravens linebacker Jaylon Ferguson, 26, has died. The Ravens
announced the passing of their veteran defender on Wednesday.

https://www.breitbart.com/sports/2022/06/22/ravens-linebacker-jaylon-ferguson-dead-at-26/

Ferguson was a third-round pick of the Ravens in 2019.

Reply

06/22/2022  •z

NFL Legend Tony Siragusa Dead At 55 … Jamal Lewis Mourns
6/22/2022 12:41 PM PT

A cause of death for the former defensive lineman has not yet been revealed.

https://www.tmz.com/2022/06/22/nfl-legend-tony-siragusa-dead-at-55/?adid=social-twa

Reply

06/22/2022  •eddiemd

“In a country where the sole employer is the state, this means death by slow
starvation. The old principle: who does not work shall not eat, has been replaced

with a new one: who does not obey shall not eat. ”

https://www.marxists.org/archive/trotsky/1936/revbet/ch11.htm

The cultural marxists in the Biden regime read Trotsky’s book. Not necessarily the sole
employer, but the state has become the social support system in the EBT, Section 8, and
welfare state.

Just waiting on the digital currency, great reset, and mark of the beast.

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=rev+1%3A17-
18&version=NKJV;OJB;RVR1960
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06/22/2022  •Cry me a ruble

No one investigates. They just died.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/young-people-dying-in-their-sleep
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06/23/2022  •Steve Bice

Sure, this is normal…

https://www.msn.com/en-us/sports/more-sports/dramatic-rescue-at-world-
championships-after-swimmer-faints-and-sinks-to-bottom-of-pool/ar-AAYLGMO?li=BBnb7Kz

Plus, 20-something basketball and football players dropping like flies from “natural causes”.
How long can this travesty continue?

Reply

06/23/2022  •Bert Ludwig Reply
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06/23/2022  •Bert Ludwig

Seattle Police, et al… Tell everyone employed on the job that their sexuality
must not be on display during work hours, nor on display using GOVs or in

government buildings or public places. They are hired to do a job, not become sexually
confused public liaisons.

Tell the cities and states not to spend taxpayer money on anything that promotes ones
sexuality. They are public servants their to do their job, , not promoters of any sexually, nor
promote any race above any other, any sex above any other!!

How this was allowed to occur in the first place? The majority is asleep and allowed the woke
take over. We allowed people to run (ruin) our society that would of been locked up for life in
mental institutions for their illnesses and sexual perversions and confusion.

I shouldn’t have to be forced to witness freaks, nor celebrate them, nor grant them the Medal of
Bravery for being sexually confused deviants.

The pendulum must swing back to decency or else das clock ist kuputski!!

Reply

06/23/2022  •Paul from Indiana

You must not have been around in the 60s when all the counter-
culture started. We had all this time to stop it and didn’t, and

NOW you’re shocked? Best always. PM

Reply

06/24/2022  •OUTLANDER1968

June 20 – we had a good rain storm in my border city, but the next day – I
smelled a strong odor of bug spray in my home – as I was heading to work, and

did not smell that nice wet dirt smell. I smelled it coming out of the company’s vehicle – AC
vents, and I strongly smelled it at my job site, and people were coughing everywhere. So, the
question that came into my mind – Did they poisoned the rain water, and possibly by means of
chemtrails?
The movie – Take Shelter – came to mind.
Take Shelter | Official Trailer HD (2011)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUraDx3oFVg
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06/25/2022  •OUTLANDER1968

Gamma-ray weapons could trigger next arms race
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn4049-gamma-ray-weapons-could-trigger-

next-arms-race/

Pentagon’s Secret Nuclear Agenda – Privatizing Nuclear War
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/HL1203/S00286/pentagons-secret-nuclear-agenda-privatizing-
nuclear-war.htm

Congress moves to back tactical nukes
https://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/3025737.stm

America’s Newest Nuclear Bomb B61-12 Flight Test
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L14GMtf8Vwk

Mystery Boom Shakes Idaho! Similarities to Nuclear Test!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wit9zt9s4jA

3-17-2014 — Large Explosion at New Mexico base sends plume towards Amarillo, TX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P31VRYfzhvk

OVNI HACE EXPLOTAR VOLCAN EN COLIMA HOY 21-11-2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzcgn8jrUag

Wyoming / Yellowstone hit by large FRACKING EQ –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cxl2a1yGTdc

Yellowstone Secret Eruption Program
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIIThOZfC68

Are Scientists Playing God with Yellowstone?
https://www.weeklyblitz.net/oped/are-scientists-playing-god-with-yellowstone/

Yemen blast: Huge air strike throws smoke and flames into air
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6LDFD02-Utc

Nuclear Strike in Yemen (May 11, 2015) – Neutron Nuke
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1ycCiylGiM
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